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NOMINATIONS OF VICTORIA NUI,AND,
DOUGI.,AS LUTE, AI\D DANIEL BAER

THIIRSDAY, aIULY 11, 2013

covr*'rres r * F. *Y'åilfl il'ff 
tio 

*.,
Washington, DC.

Hon. Victoria Nuland, of Virginia, to be Assistant Secretary of
State for European and Eurasian Affairs

Douglas Edward Lute, of Indiana, to be United States Permanent
Representative on the Council of the North Atlantic Treaty Or-
ganization

Daniel Brooks Baer, of Colorado, to be U.S. Representative to the
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:25 p.m., in room
SD-419, Dirksen Senate Offrce Building, Hon. Christopher Mur-
phy, presiding.

Present: Senators lVlurphy, Cardin, Shaheen, Kaine, Johnson,
Risch. Rubio, McCain, Barrasso, and Paul.

OPENING STATEMEÌ{T OF HON. CHRISTOPHER MI]RPHY,
U.S. SENATOR FROM CONNECTICTIT

Senator Munprry. I call this nomination hearing to order.
Today, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee will consider

three nominations: Victoria Nuland to be the Assistant Secretary
q{ State fc.rr European ancl Eurasian Affairs; Douglas Lute to be the
U.S. Permanent Representative to NATO; and Daniel Baer to be
the U.S. Ambassador to the Organization for Security and Coopera-
tion in Europe.

Before we begin, let me remind members that the deadline for
submission of questions for the record is the close of business, this
Monday.

First, let me welcome our nominees as well as your families:
Our fïrst nominee, Victoria Nuland, is a 29-year veteran of the

Foreign Service. She most recently served at the State Department
as the spokesperson there, but Ambassador Nuland has worked at
the highest levels of both Republican and Democratic administra-
tions, earning the respect of her colleagues at every step along the
ryay. She served with integrity and dedication as the Special Envoy
for Conventional Armed Forces in Europe, the U.S. Permanent
Representative to NATO, and the Principal Deputy National Secu-
rity Advisor to Vice President Cheney. As her colleagues note, her
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20 years of work as an expert specifrcally on Russia, as well as her
talents as a diplomat, negotiator, and strong voice for democracy
and human rights, makes her ideally suited for the position of As-
sistant Secretary for Europe and Eurasia.

Victoria is originally from my home State of Connecticut, so I am
especially pleased to preside over her confrrmation hearing today.
She is here with her family-her parents, as well as her husband,
Robert, and her son, David. We welcome them, as well.

Daniel Baer is the Deputy Assistant Secretary in the Bureau of
Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor, currently at the U.S. De-
partment of State. Prior to joining the administration in 2009, he
had teaching positions at both Georgetown and Harvard. And dur-
ing his time in academia, the private sector, and government, Dr.
Baer has distinguished himself as a talented diplomat and pas-
sionate defender of human rights, and I believe that he is an excel-
lent choice for our Ambassador to the OSCE.

He is here today with his partner, Brian Walsh, and we welcome
him.

Douglas Lute has long had a distinguished career in both mili-
tary and civilian service. He is currently serving as the Deputy As-
sistant to the President and Coordinator for South Asia and the
White House national security staff. He retired from Active Duty
in the United States Army as a lieutenant general in 2010, after
35 years of service. General Lute's previous positions include time
at the U.S. European Command in Germany and as the com-
mander of U.S. Forces in Kosovo, where he frrst worked with
NATO.

General Lute, we thank you for your service. We look forward to
working with you in your new position, and we also welcome your
wife, Jane, who is here today.

I congratulate all of you on your nominations.
Let me say that, as 'r/e are going to be talking about Europe

today, probably the most overused word in the foreign policy com-
munity today is "pivot." There is no doubt that America has new
and important diplomatic, economic, and security interests in Asia,
and there is no doubt that the original reason for many of our val-
ues-based alliances with Europe-the cold war-is no longer
present today. But, today, no less than ever before, Europe, as a
unit and as European nations individually, remain America's most
important allies to be found anywhere on the globe. Our most im-
portant security relationship is with Europe. IVhen confronting a
global crisis, the first place we almost always turn is to our Euro-
pean allies. Our most important economic relationship is with Eu-
rope. That is why we are reinvesting in this side of the relation-
ship, with a kickoff, this week, of negotiations on the Transatlantic
Trade and Investment Partnership.

In a lot of ways, as the United States and Europe face the new
economic growth in Asia, as we look at communal security chal-
lenges in places like Syria, Iran, and Afghanistan, our alliance is
now more important than ever before.

So, if confirmed, Ambassador Nuland, you will be formulating
U.S. policy toward Europe at a crucial moment in our alliance's his-
tory, and I look forward, today, to hearing your thoughts, for in-
stance, on how the State Department can assist the U.S. Trade
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Representative in moving forward a potentially transformational
economic deal with Europe. We need to hear from you as to how
we continue to maneuver an increasingly complicated-to frankly
use a generous tem-relationship with Russia. How do we work
together on common goals, like arms control and Middle Eastern
stability while not letting them off the hook for a dangerous down-
ward turn in the treatment of civil society? And, while we welcome
the EU's emergence as a leader in the Balkans, how do we work
with our partncrs in Europe to continue to integrate these fragile
nations into the world communitv?

General Lute, you are going tó be working with NATO partners
to bring our troops home from Afghanistan, while, at the same
time, formulating the future role of the alliance. NATO still re-
mains the world's preeminent security alliance. But, to remain
strong, you are going to continue the work of your predecessor in
emphasizing the importance of smart defense, of interoperability
and coordinated strategic planning.

And, Dr. Baer, you are going to be going to an organization that,
more than any other, represents our ideals, and yet you will be
faced with the challenge-maybe more of a challenge today than
ever<f putting those ideals into action.

So, I congratulate each of you on your nomination. And my hope
is that the full Senate will work quickly and positively on your con-
firmations.

At this point, I turn it over to Senator Johnson for opening re-
marks.

STATEMENT OF HON. RONaTOHNSON,
U.S. SENATOR F'ROM WISCONSIN

Senator JonNsots. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Appreciate your
opening remarks, and I certainly appreciate, also, the distinguished
service that the nominees have already provided to their Nation,
and truly appreciate the fact that you are willing to step up to the
plate again and serve your Nation in new capacities, here. So, we
have some, I think, first-class nominees here, and I am looking for-
ward to your testimony.

What is being contemplated, however, in the United States Sen-
ate, I think, requires some comment, and I would like to utilize my
opening remarks to talk about what we lvere talking ahout in both
of our caucuses, that the majority is contemplating taking action,
breaking precedent, basically breaking the rules to õhange the Sen-
ate rules in a way that i believe would be incredibly damaging, if
not very destructive, to the United States Senate, this institution
that we totally revere. And it is doing it on the basis of what, I
think, certainly the folks on our side of the aisle believe is a manu-
factured crisis. It has to do with nominations and, supposedly, Re-
publican obstruction and, apparently, our blocking of nominations.
But, here are the facts.

ln the l11th Congress, there were 920 of President Obama's
nominations confirmed, only one was rejected. In the 112th Con-
gress, 574 nominations 'trere confìrmed, only two were rejected.
During the 113th Congress, our current Congress, there have been
66 nominees confirmed, with only one being rejected. Hardly a
record of obstruction.
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In terms of Cabinet nominees, just in terms of the length of time
it has taken to get confirmation, President Obama, his Cabinet
nominees have taken 51 days, on average. During President Bush's
administration, it was 52 days. During President Clinton's admin-
istration, it was 55 days. Again, President Obama has been, cer-
tainly, given due consideration. His nominees have been, really,
moved forward very rapidly.

In this term, in his second terrn, President Obama has already
confirmed 28 judges-or we have-the Senate's confirmed 28
judges, compared to 10 judges in President Bush's second term.

This is manufactured crisis. And I am not the only one that be-
lieves that the nuclear option would be incredibly damaging. This
is the words of Majority Leader Harry Reid when he wrote a book,
in March 2009. He said, "The nuclear option was the most impor-
tant issue I had ever worked on in my entire career, because if that
had gone forward, it would have destroyed the Senate as we know
it." That is not the only thing Senator Harry Reid has mentioned
about breaking the rules to change the rules. He said, "In violating
2I7 years of standard procedure in the Senate, changing the rules
by breaking the rules is about as far as you could get from a con-
stitutional option." He also said, "For people to suggest that you
can break the rules to change the rules is un-American."

The only way yorr can change the rule in this body is through a
rule that no¡¡/ says, "To change a rule in the Senate rules to break
a filibuster still requires 6? votes." You cannot do it with 60 votes.
You certainly cannot do it with 51. Now \Me are told the majority
is going to do the so-called "nuclear option." The Parliamentarian
would acknowledge it is illegal, it is wrong, you cannot do it, and
they would overrule it. It would simply be, "We are going to do it
because we have more votes than you." You would be breaking the
rules to change the rules. That is very un-American.

And finally, he said, "The American people, in effect, reject the
nuclear option because they see it for what it is, an abuse of power,
arrogance of power." Lord Acton said, "Power corrupts, and abso-
lute power corrupts absolutely." That is what is going on. The rules
are being changed in the middle of the game. They are breaking
the rules to change the rules. Regardless of one's political affrli-
ations, Americans understand this is a political power-grab, a par-
tisan political grab.

Vice President Biden commented on this when he was a Senator.
He said, "The nuclear option is ultimately an example of the arro-
gance of power. This is a fundamental power-grab by ihe majority
party. It is nothing more or nothing less."

Former Senator Christopher Dodd, in his farewell address, said,
"But, whether such a temptation is motivated by a noble desire to
speed up the legislative process or by pure political expedience, I
believe such changes would be unwise. To my fellow Senators who
have never served a day in the minority, I urge you to pause in
your enthusiasm to change the Senate rules."

Now, Senator Murphy, neither one of us, unfortunately, had the
pleasure of serving with Senator Robert C. Byrd, from West Vir-
ginia, somebody who, certainly as I watched the Senate from afar,
was acknowledged as somebody who revered the Senate, who fully
understood the rules. We, unfortunately, did not get to have him
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speak to us during orientation, but he g,ave a very famous orienta-
tion speech on December 3, 1996, for that incoming Senate class,
and I would like to take some time-because I think his words bear
repeating.

He said, "Let us clearly understand one thing. The Constitution's
Framers never intended for the Senate to function like the House
of Represeltatives"-in other words, be a majoritarian body. "I
have said that, as long as the Senate retains the power to amend
and ihe pow€r o{ uniimited debaie, the iibcrtics of ùhc pcopie wili
remain secure. The Senate was intended to be a forum for open
and free debate and for the protection of political minorities. I have
led the majority and I have led the minority, and I can tell you,
there !s nothing that makes one fully apprcciate the Senate's 

-spe-

cial role as the protector of the minority interests like being in fhe
rninority.

"Since the Republican Party was created, in 1854, the Senate has
changed hands times 14 times, so each party has had the oppor-
tunity to appreciate, firsthand, the Senate's role as guardian oîmi-
nority rights. But, almost from its earliest years, the Senate has in-
siÊted upo! its members' rights to virtually unlimited debate.
When the Senate. reluctantly adoptcd thc cloture rule in 1917, it
made the closing of debate very diflïcult to achieve by requiring a
supermajority arrd by permitting extended post-cloture debáte."

By the way, back then, the supermajoriþ was two-thirds votes,
now it is three-fifths.

"This deference to the minority view sharply distinguishes the
Senate from the majoritarian House of Representatives. The Fram-
ers recognized that a minority can be right and that a majority can
be wrong. They recognized that the Senate should be a true delib-
gr4livg bocly, a forum in which to slow the passions of the House,
hold them up to the light, examine them, ánd, through informed
debate, educate the public. The Senate is the proverbiál saucer in-
tended to cool the cup of coffee from the House. It is the one place
in the wÌrcle governmènt where the minority is guaranteed a pïblic
airing of its views.

'lVoodrow Wilson observed that the Senate's informing function
was aõ important as its lcgislating function. And now, with tele-
vised Senate debate, its informing funct on plays an even larger
and more critical role in the life of our Nation. The Senate is often
soundly castigated for its inefflrciency, but, in fact, it was never in-
tended to be efficient. Its purpose was, and is, to examine, consider,
protect, and be totally independent-a totally independent source
of wisdom and judgment on the actions of the lower House and on
the executive. As such, the Senate is the central pillar of our con-
stitutional system.

"The Senate is more important than any or all of us, more impor-
tant than I am, more important than the majority and minority
leaders, more important than all 100 of us, more important than
all of tþe 1,843 men and women who have served in this body since
1789. Each of us has a solemn responsibility to remember that, and
to remember it often."

And.flnally, in a speech he gave on May L9, 2O1rO, Senator Byrd
said, "The Senate has been the last fortress of minority rights and
freedom of speech in this Republic for more than two centuries. I
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pray the Senators will pause and reflect before ignoring that his-
tory and tradition in favor of the political priority of the moment."

I have that same prayer. I came to the Senate because this Na-
tion is facing enormous challenges. You, in serving this Nation, will
face enormous challenges. We simply cannot afford to damage this
incredibly important institution, the United States Senate. And I
hope our colleagues on the majority side contemplate exactly what
they are doing.

But, with that, Mr. Chairman, I will turn it back over to you and
look forward to the testimony.

Senator MuRpnv. Thank you very much, Senator Johnson.
Let us go to our right to left, and we will start with Ambassador

Nuland.
Welcome.

STATEMEIYT OF HON. VICTORIA NUI,AND, OF VIRGINIA, TO BE
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EUROPEAN AND
EI.JRASIANAFFAIRS
Ambassador Nur,qxo. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman,

Ranking Member Johnson, all the members of this committee.
I am honored to come before you to be considered for the position

of Assistant Secretary of State for European and Eurasian Affairs,
and I am grateful for the con{idence that President Obama and
Secretary Kerry have shown in me. If confirmed, I pledge to work
with all of you to protect and advance U.S. interests, in promoting
security, prosperity, democracy, and human rights in Europe and
Eurasia, and working with our allies and partners there to advance
our shared global interests.

I am also delighted to share this panel today with my colleagues
and friends, Doug Lute and Dan Baer. I can think of no better
partners to provide vital U.S. leadership at our two essential trans-
atlantic multilateral institutions.

As a lifetime Europeanist, I have witnessed firsthand some of the
most profound moments of change in Europe and Eurasia. From
my days as a young political officer in Moscow, when I stood on
Red Square on New Year's Eve in 1991, when the Soviet flag came
down and the Russian flag went up, to the brutal wars in Bosnia
and Kosovo, the enlargement of NATO and the EU, the creation of
the euro. I know that, when Europeans and Americans join forces
in defense of our common security and values, \üe are more effec-
tive than when we work alone, whether it is in Afghanistan, Iran,
Mali, Burma, countering terrorism, promoting nonproliferation,
good governance, human rights, development, health, or a cleaner
planet. America needs a strong, confident Europe, and our Euro-
pean allies depend on America's unwavering commitment to their
security and our continued support for Europe's prosperity, its co-
hesion, and its growth.

As we look at the agenda ahead of us, our first task is to revi-
talize the foundations of our global leadership and our democratic,
free-market way of lif'e. We need growth, we need jobs, on both
sides of the Atlantic. The Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership, that Senator Murphy mentioned, that we began this
year with the EU could support hundreds of thousands of addi-
tional jobs. But the T-TIP is about more than our economic
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underpilrnings. T-TIP is also a political and strategic investment
in our shared future and our effectiveness as global-leaders in the
2lst century.
_ We have _also got to focus on the unfi,nished work within Europe.
Today, we have a real chance to capitalize on changing attiturles
and circumstances to address the 40-year-old divisiõn õf Cyprus.
Kosor,'o and Serbia have made important commitments tóward
long-term reconciliation, and those deserve our support. And we
rrrust not break faith with other members of our European and
purasian family, whg have been trapped for too long in flozen con-
flicts and territorial disputes.

We must also do more to defend the universal values that bind
us. The quality of democracy and rule of law in Europe and Eur-
asia is gravely uneven today; and, in some key places, the trends
are moving in the wrong direction. If, as a transatlantic cornrnu-
nity, we aqpjre t<¡ mentor other nations who want to live in justice,
pgace, and freedom, vre have got to be equally vigilant about com-
pleting that process in our own space.

And we must also continue to work together beyond our shores.
As the President has said so many times, as you have said, Mr.
Chairman, Europe is our global partner of first resort. Whether in
Afghanistan, Libya, working on fÍan, on Syria, the United States
and Europe are strongest when we share the risk and the responsi-
bility and, in many cases, the financial burden of promoting posi-
tive change.

When we can, '\Me also have to work effectively with Russia to
solve global problems. With respect to Iran, DPRK policy, Afghani-
stan, counterterrorism, and nuclear arms control, we have made
pirogress in recent years, and the President's looking for opportuni-
ties !o take our cooperation to the next level . However, we must
also be very frank when we disagree with Russian policy, whether
it is with regard to weapon sales to the Assad regime or with re-
gard to the, treatment of civil society, political activists, and jour-
nalists inside of Russia.

Finally, qe have got to be attentive to the fast-changing enerry
landscape of Europe and Eurasia. We welcome the many steps thãt
Europ,ea_ns have taken to diversify their energy market. If con-
fi{*"4, I will work to ensure that U.S. companiés continue to play
a leading role in this dynamic market. As the President said in
Berlin last month, "Our relationship with Europe remains the cor-
nerstone of our own freedom and security." If èonfirmed, I pìedge
to work with all of you to seize the opportunities before us tõ revi-
talize and deepen our ties with Europe and to ensure we continue,
together, tc have the w!ì1, the trust, and the capability to advance
our shared security and prosperity and to meel our many global
challenges together.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ambassador Nuland follows:]

PRnpenon Sreret"rnNl o¡' VtcrontA Nui,¿¡ro

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Ranking Member Johnson, and all the members of this
committee. I am honored to come before you to be considered for the position of
Assistant Secretary for European and Eurãsian Affairs, and I am grate-ful for the
confìdence tha! President Obama and Secretary Kerry have shown in me. If con-
firmed, I pledge to work with all of you to prótect and advance U.S. interests by
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promoting security, prosperity, democracy and human rights in Europe and Eurasia,
and working with our allies and partners there to advance our shared global
interests-

I am also delighted to share lhe panel today with my colleagtes and friends, Doug
Lute and Dan Baer. I can think ofl no better partnels to provide vital U.S. leader-
ship at our two major TransAtlantic multilaærãl institutioñs.

As a lifetime Europeanist, I have witnessed firsthand some of the most chal-
lenging and profound moments of change in Europe and Eurasia's recent history-
from my days as a young politicaì officer in Mosõow when I stood on Red Square
on New Year's Eve l99l as the Soviet flag came down and the Russialr flag went
up, through the bloody and agonizing Bosnia and Kosovo wals, to the birth of the
EURO. and the enlargement of NATO and the EU to include much oÊ Central
Europe. I have also learned through decades of shared effort that when Americans
and Europeans join forces in defehse of our common security and values, we are
stì'onger and mote effective than when we work alone-froni Afghanistan to h'an
to Mali to Burma; from countel"ing terrorisnr to pronroting nonþrolifleration, good
governance, human rights, development, health and cleaner planet. America needs
a strong, confident Europe. And our European allies depend on America's unwaver-
ing commitment to.their security, and our continued supþort for Europe's prosperity.
coneslon, and gTowtn.

As we look at the agenda that lies ahead of us, our first task with our European
allies is to revitalize fhe foundations of our global leadership and our democrãtic,
free market way of life. We need growth andJobs on both sidbs of the Atlantic. Thé
TransAtlantic Tlade and Investment Partnership that we began negotiating this
week with the EU could support hundreds of thousands of additiorral jobi and
strengthen our international competitiveness. But T-TIP is about more than our
economic underpinnings. T-TIP is also a political and strategic investment in our
shared future and our effectiveness as global feaders in the 2lst century. When we
break down trade barriers between us, ive also strengthen our ability to"raise inter-
national standards in favor offree and open societies.

We must also focus on the unfinished work within Europe. Today, we have a real
chance to capitalize on changing attitudes and circumstances to address the 4O-year-
old division- of Cvprus. Ko-sovã and Sel'bia have made important commitments
toward long-term ièconciliation, thanks to the good offices ofÞU High Representa-
tive Ashton. We need to suppor-t the full implententation of these agreements, and
with them, the integration of both countries into European structures. Croatia's
acceptâ.nce into the European Union last week sets a powerful e-rample for other
Balkãn States. And we cairnot break faith with other me-mbers of our Eìropean and
Eurasian family who have been trapped for too long in frozen conflicts and terri-
torial disputes.

We must also do more to defentl the universal values that bind us. While all
states in the EUR region hold elections and most have democratic constitulions, the
quality of democracy and the rule of law in Ðurope and Eurasia is gravely uneven,
and in some key places, the trends are moving in the wrong direction. Too many
citizens do not feel safe criticizing their governments, running for offìce or advanc-
ing a vibrant, civil society. In too many places, press freedom is stifled, courts are
rigged and governments put their thumbs on the scales ofjustice. If, as a Trans-
Atlantic community, we aspire to support and mentor other nations who want to
live in justice. peace. ahd freedom, we must be equally vigilant about completing
that process in our own space. Our democratic values are just as vital a piilar of
our strength and global leadership as our militaries and our economies.

We must also continue to work tog¡ether beyond our shores to advance security,
stability, justice and freedom. As the President has said so mâny times, Europe is
our global partner of first resort. Our investment together in a safe, developing,
democratic Afghanistan is just one example. Even as we wind down the ISAF com-
bat nrission in 20L4, we will keep our promise to support the ANSF and Aflghani-
stan's political and economic development. More tharr a decade of deploying together
in that tough terrain has also made our NATO alliance more capable, more expedi-
tionary and better able to partner with countries across the globe. As we look to
future demands on our great alliance-and they will come-we must build on that
experience. not allow it to atrophy. In these difficult budget times. that will require
working everr harder to get more defense bang for oul buck, Euro, pound, krone and
zloty with increased pooling, sharing and partnering to ensure NATO remains the
world's premier iefense alliance and a capatrle coordinator of global security mis-
srons, when requtred.

America's wor-k with European partners and the EIJ across Africa, in Asia, on cli-
mate and on so many other global challenges must also contin.ue. Today, the most
urgenl locus of common effort should be in Europe's own backyard and an area of
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vital interest to us all: the broader Middle East and North Afr-ica. From Libya, to
T\.rnisia, to Egypt, to Lebanon, to Iran, to Svria. to our work in support of Mi¿¿le
East peace,,th-e United States and Europe are strongest when we-s-hare the risk,
the responsibility and in many cases, the financial bur.den of promoting positive
change. When we join forces with Canada, our Gulf pârtners and others, -th-e effect
is even stronger.

When we can, we must also work effectivelv with Russia to solve global problems.
With respect to lran, DPRK policy, Afghanistan, counterterror-ism aãd nuclear arms
control and nonproliferation, we have seen important progress in the past 4 years,
and the President is looking for opportunities to take our cooperation to the next
level. However, we must also continie to be frank when we dièaqt'ee with Russialr
policy, whether it's with regard to weapons sales to the Assad régime in Syria or
the treatment of NGOs, civil society and political activists or.'ióurnalists inside
Russia. And \¡re must encourage the next geñeration of Russians ând Americans to
reject zero.s-um thinking, and instead invest in the ties ofbusiness, culture, and peo-
ple that will create opportunities for both ofus.

Finally, we must be attentive to the fast changing energy Iandscape ofEurope and
Eurasia, and the opportunities and challenges that brings. Europèans have taken
important steps to diversify their energy market with new routesl new regulations,
new power plants and LNG terminals, and investments in new energy soù.rces. We
welcome these developments, which are also creating opportunities iór U.S. firms.
If confirmed. I will wbrk to ensure our companies cõntìñue to play a leading role
in this dvnamic market.

As lhdPresident said in Berlin last month, our relationship with "Europe remains
the cornerstone of our own freedom and security. Europe iè our partnei in every-
thing we do. . and ourrelationship is rooted ií theeridurine bo;ds. . . (of). . .

our common values." In every decade since World War II those bonds have been
tested, challenged and in some quarters, doubæd. In everv decade. we have rolled
up our sleeves with our European Allies and partners and beat the odds. These
times of tight nroney, unfinished business at home and competing pr.iorities abroad
are as important as any we have faced. If confirmed, I pleãge tõ work with all of
you to seize the opportunities before us to revitalize ánd deepen our ties with
Europe, and to ensure we continue to have the will, the trust, änd the capabilitv
to advance our shared security and prosperity and to meet our mâÌìy globät chal-
lenges together.

Senator MuRpHv. Thank you.
General Lute.

STATEMENTT OF DOUGT.AS ED\ryARD LUTE, OF INDIANA, TO BE
I.]NITED STATES PERIVIANEIYT REPRESEIYTATIVE ON TTIE
COI.]NCIL OF THE NORTI{ ATI,AÀITIC TREATY ORGANIZATION
General Lutn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member

Johnson, and all the members of this committee.
I am honored to be considcrcd, today, for the position of Perma-

nent Representative to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. I
am grateful for the confidence that President Obama has shown in
my nomination. And, if confìrmed, I pledge to work with all of you
to- represent, faìthfirlly, America's inferests in NATO, the alliance
that, since 1949, has served as the cornerstone of our security in-
terests.

It is a privilege today to sit here and appear alongside Victoria
Nuland and Daniel Baer, two distinguished colleagues. If we are
conflrmed, the three of us will join the corps of U.S. officials de-
votgq, full-time, to securing our interests in Europe and beyond. I
could have no better teammates.

At the outset, I want to recognize and thank my wife, Jane, who
joins me here today, along with my sister, Pat. Jane recently com-
pleted service as the Deputy Secretary at the Department of Home-
land Security. Her public service also includes work in several
foundations and over 6 years in the United Nations Department of
Peacekeeping Operations. Together, we have served the Federal
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Government for a combined total of nearly six decades, with both
of us beginning as Army officers right out of college. We both took
initial assignments in Germany at the height of the cold war; Jane
in Berlin, and I along the East-West German border. I would not
be here today without her support.

This opportunity for me to serve once again with NATO began
with that first assignment in Germany, and it continues to this
day. I was in Germany when the wall fell, in 1989. I remember
well that, on September 11, 2001, NATO, for the first time ever,
invoked Article V of the Washington Treaty in response to the ter-
rorist attacks here in America, demonstrating that an attack on
one is an attack on all. Later, I commanded U.S. forces in NATO's
Peace Enforcement Mission in Kosovo, an important crisis response
on the periphery of NATO. Most recently, I have spent the last 6
years in the White House, focused on the wars in Iraq and Afghani-
stan, where, again, NATO has played important roles. If confirmed,
I look forward to this opportunity to proudly serve my country
again in NATO.

Much has changed in Europe over the past several decades, but
there has been one cornerstone for transatlantic security: NATO.
Large multilateral institutions like NATO do not adapt quickly or
easily; yet, in the last 2A years, we have seen NATO adjust to the
end of the cold war, expand its membership to former enemies, ex-
tend its reach to threats on its periphery, and adapt its defense
structures to emerging threats. No one would have believed, in
1989 when the wall fell, that NATO would conduct operations in
places like the Balkans, Afghanistan, and Libya.

Serious challenges lie ahead for NATO. The key operational chal-
lenge is Afghanistan, where NATO leads, today, a coalition of 50
nations. We are on a path to pass full security responsibility to Af-
ghan forces by the end of 2014, ¡ext year. This is a path set by
NATO and the Afghans, together, at the Lisbon summit in late
2010, and it was refined last year in Chicago.

Several weeks ago, the Afghans reached a very important stra-
tegic milestone along that path as they assumed the lead for secu-
rity across the entire country, with NATO passing into a support-
and-advisory role. But, the military campaign is only one part
along ttr-is path, and it represents only one variable in a very com-
plex equation that includes: political transition that culminates
next April in the Presidential elections; it includes economic transi-
tion, which has Afghanistan adjusting to the reduced presence of
Western forces; it includes a political process that explores the po-
tential of the Afghan Government talking to the Taliban, with an
effort to bring an Afghan solution to this conflict. Finally, Afghani-
stan lives in a very tough neighborhood, and regional dynamics will
play a m4ior role.

None of this work will be completed in the next 18 months, by
December 2014, so NATO and the United States are both planning
for a military presence beyond 2AI4, wit}l a mission to continue to
train, advise, and assist Afghan forces. Such a post-2014 mission
requires a political agreement with the Afghan Government, and
our negotiators are making progress in advance of next year's Af-
ghan election season. Afghanistan has been NATO's largest oper-
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qtion. Drawing it to a responsible close will be a signifrcant chal-
lenge in the next several years.

NATO also faces a fundamental policy challenge, and that is the
gfowing gap between NATO's mission and the resources allies com-
mit to fulfìlling that mission. This ends/means gap is centered on
the imbalance between America's defense resourcès committed to
the alliance and those of the other allies. AII 28 members of the al-
liance benefit from that membership. All 28 have to contribute eq-
uitably. This is especially true as NATO r.ecovers from a decade óf
qperations ìn Afghanistan and faces new challenges, like missile
defense and cyber security.
_ There alg \üays, to approach this challenge, including smart de-
fen_se, pooling and sharing þigþ-eqd resourões, and exþloring spe-
cialization among allies, and, finally, nurturing partnérships that
extend the reach of NATO beyond the core 28 members. But, this
ends/means gap may be the most severe challenge the alliance has
faced since the end ofthe cold war.

NATO operates on a firm foundation of shared democratic values
that bind together the 28 member nations. Because of these shared
values, I am confident that NATO can, today, fulfìll its three core
tasks-collective defense, crisis management, and cooperative secu-
rity-while also addressing the challenges of the future. If con-
firmed, I will do my best to represent Àmerican interests in the
most successful, most durable alliance in history, the North Atlan-
tic_'Treaty Organization. I ask for this committee's support.

[The prepared statement of General Lute follows:] - -

PREpARED Srerp¡,rn¡¡,r oF DoucLAs LurE
Thank you, ù[r. Chairman, Ranking Member Johnson, and all the members of this

committee. I anr honored to be consider-ed fol tl're þositiurr uf Pcrllarrcrrl Representa-
tivc to thc North Àtlantic Trcatv Organizûtion (Ñ^TO). I am sraæfuj for'the con-
fìdence that President Obama hãs sñown in me by this nomiñation. [f confirmed,
I pledge to work with all of you to represent faithfull_y America's interests in NATO,
the alìiance that since 1949 has served as the cornerstone ofour securitv interests.

It is a privilege to appear alongside Victoria Nuland and Daniel Baer,"two distin-
guished colleagues. lf we are coñfirmed. the three of us will join the core of U.S.
officials devoted full time kr securing our interests in Europe-and beyond. I could
have no better teâmmates.

At the outset, I want to recognize and thank mv wife, Jane, who ioins me here
today. Jane recently comp.leted service as the Depúty Secretary of thê Depar-tment
of Homeland Security. Her public service also includes work in several florindations
and over 6 vears in the United Nations Department of Peacekeepins Operations.
Together we have served the Federal C'overrìment for a combined'totãl oT'over six
decades, with both of us beginning as Armv officers right out of college. We both
tool< initial assigtrments in Germany, Jane iri Berlin an{l along the EaJt-West Ger'-
man border, at the height of the cold war.

This opportunity foi me to sewe once again with NATO beqan with that first
.assignment and continues to t.his day. I was in Germany when tlie Wall fell in lg8g.
I saw Germans from the easl walk across no-mans-land to buv fresh fruit in the
west. I remenrber well that on September 11,2001. NATO for-the first time ever
invoked Article V ofthe Washingtoh Treaty in response to the terrorist attacks here
in ¡\merica, demonstlating that an attack on one is an attack on all. Later I com-
manded the U.S. fol'ces iñ NATO's peace enflorcement mission in Kosovo, a crisis
response mission on the periphery oÊ NATO. Most recently, I have spenL the last
6 years in the White House focused on the wars in Iraq ând Afghanistan, where
again NATO has played key roles. If confì-rmed, I look forwãrd prouãly to this oppor-
tunity to ser-ve my country again in NATO.

lVluch has changed in Europe over the past several decades, but there has been
one cornerstone for trans-Atlantic security-NAT0. Large multilateral institutions
like NATO do not adapt quickly or easilv. Yet in the lãst 20 years we have seen
NATO adjust to the end of the cold war, expand its membershiþ to former enemies,
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extend its reach to threats on its periphery, and adapt its defense stmctr¡res to
emerging threats. No one would have believed in 1989 when the Wall fell that
NATO would conducl operations in the Balkans, Afghanistan, and Libya.

Serious challenges lie ahead for NATO. The key operational challenge is Afghani-
stan, where NATO leads a coalition of 50 nations. We are on a path to pass full
responsibility to Afghan forces by the end of 2014, a path set by NATO and the
Afghans at the Lisbon summit in late 2010 and refined last year at the Chicago
sunmit. Several weeks ago the Afghans reached a strategic milestone along that
path as they assumed the lead for secuity across the entire country, with NATO
passing into a support and advisory role. But the military canpaign is only one part
of a complex equation to stabilize Afghanistan and ensure it is not a safe haven for
al-Qaeda. The outcome will not rely solely on NATO. Perhaps most important,
Afghan political transition culminates next April in the Presidential elections.
Economic transition must adjust to the reduced presence ofNATO forces. A political
process that explores the possibility of Afghan Government talks with the Taliban
is struggling at its outset. Finally, Afghanistan lives in a tough neighborhood, and
regional dynamics will play a major role. None of this work will be fully completed
in the next 18 months, so NATO and the United States are planning for a military
presence beyond 2014, with the mission to continue to train-advise-assist the
Afghan forces. Such a post-2014 mission requires a political agreement with the
Afghan Government and our negotiators are making progress in advance of the
Afghan election season- Afghanistan has been NATO's largest operation. Drawing
it to a responsible close will be a significant challenge in the next several years.

NATO also faces a fundamental policy challenge-the growing gap between
NATO's mission and the resources allies commit to fulfilling that mission. This
ends-means gap is centered on the imbalance between America's defense resources
committed to the alliance and those of other allies. All 28 members benefit from the
alliance; all 28 have to contribute equitably. This is especially true as NATO recov-
ers from a decade of operations in Afghanistan and faces new challenges like missile
defense and cyber security. There are ways to approach this challenge, including
"smart defense," pooling and sharing high-end resources, exploring specialization
among allies, and nurturing partnerships beyond the core 28 members. This ends-
means gap may be the most severe challenge the alliance has faced since the end
of the cold war.

As we look to the future, the alliance is committed to keeping open the door to
NATO membership. Our position is clear: Nlembership must be earned. Candidate
nations must meet standards.

Beyond adding new members, NATO effectively extends its reach through part-
nerships based on reciprocity, mutual benefit, and mutual respect. Today NATO's
partners inciude countries f¡om the lVliddie Ðast, Africa, and from across Asia.
Ttrese partnerships broaden and increase the flexibility of NATOled coalitions,
expand and diversify NATO's political influence, and are a vehicle to emphasize
common values- Recent NATO operations in Afghanistan and Libya have benefited
from sig'nifìcant. partner contributions.

NATO's partnership with Russia-the NATO-Russia Councii-provides an impor-
tant venue for frank political dialogue and can lead to practical cooperation, as in
Afghanistan today. Areas of cooperation include counterterrorism, counternarcotics
and nonproliferation. This partnership also faces challenges including missile
defense cooperation and defense transparency. The NATO-Russia Council remains
an important channei to address mutual interests and potential areas of coopera-
tion.

NATO operates on a firm foundation of shared democratic values that bind
together the 28 member nations. Because of these shared values, I am confident
NATO can today fulfill its core tasks of collective defense, crisis management and
cooperative security, rvhile addreseing the challenges of the future. If confirmed, I
wiil do my best to represent American interests in the most successful, most durable
alliance in history, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. I ask for this commit-
tee's support.

Senator Munprrv. Thank you, General.
Dr. Baer.
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STATEMEIYT OF DANTEL BROOKS BAER, OF COLORADO, TO BE
U.S. REPRESENTATIVE TO THE ORGANIZATION FOR SECU.
RITYAND COOPERATION IN ET]ROPE

Dr. Benn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Ranking Member, and
members of this committee.

It is an honor to come before you as the President's nominee to
serve as the United States Permanent Representative to the Orga-
nization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, and I am grateiul
for the confidence that President Obama and Secretary Kerry have
expressed through this nomination.

I am humbled to be here in front of you, and also humbled to
be here with two great American public servants, Ambassador
Nuland and Ambassador-designate Lute. If we are confirmed, f
look forward to working with each of them, and with all of you, to
advance U.S. interests.

I have worked closely with Toria over the last few years, and she
has been, not only a great friend, but a great partner in fighting
for human rightq. I would also like to acknowledge my family-my
parents, thank them for the investment of love and resources in my
future; my wonderful siblings; my sister, Marrett, who is here
today-and my partner, Brian, who, though seated three rows be-
hind me, is always standing beside me.

Mr. Chairman, for the past 4 years, I have had the privilege of
serving as Deputy Assistant Secretary in the State Départmènt's
Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor. In this capacity,
I have welcomed the opportunity to contribute to a long tradition,
sustained through both Repubìican and Democratic administra-
tions, of putting human rights at the center of U.S. foreign policy.
This experience has deepened my conviction that hr¡mãn rights
must be at the core of any successfirl ìong-term strategy for peace
and security, and that U.S. leadership is as crucial todãy as it was
when Eleanor Roosevelt helped draft the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights almost 70 years ago. There is no genuine security
or lasting peace in the absence of respect for human rights and ad-
herence to the rule of law. Recent history has shown us that the
apparent stability afforded by repressive regimes is illusory, and,
because of this, when states violate the rights of their citizens and
fail to uphold international obligations, it is not merely internal af-
fairs, but the rightful concerrl of the entire international commu-
nity.

The OSCE is unique in having embraced a comprehensive ap-
proach to security at its founding and is the only regional security
organization that places the political/military, economic and envi-
ronmental, and human dimensions of security on an equal footing.
The 57 participating states have recognized fhat whethir and how
an OSCE state is implementing its commitments is a legitimate
concern for all participating states. This principle is part of a
broader framework of highly elaborated human rights, cooperative
security, and rule-of-law norms that are reflected in the mandates
of OSCE institutions and field operations, enabling them to re-
spond to a range of challenges, from attacks on media freedom to
ethnic tensions across the OSCE, from Vancouver to Vladivostok.
From election observation to arms control, military transparency,
and confrdence-building regimes, from the quiet diplomacy of the
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High Commissioner on National Minorities to the exchange of tech-
nical expertise in combating trafficking, supporting women entre-
preneurs, or maintaining border security, the OSCE's resources en-
compass expertise and established habits of cooperation that can-
not be replaced, recreated, or duplicated.

Challenges to security, human rights, and rule of law are preva-
lent across the OSCE space, including intolerance and xenophobia,
corruption, flawed elections, declining military transparency, and
unresolved conflicts. Some participating states are failing to uphold
and implement their commitments, including as they relate to fun-
damental issues, such as media freedom and the role of civil soci-
ety. This is troubling, but it cannot, and does not, change the fun-
damental truth on which the OSCE is based, that the three dimen-
sions of security are interconnected and must be advanced to-
gether. Shortcomings reinforce the fact that the work goes on and
that we need the OSCE to continue to address challenges in a prac-
tical, principled manner in order to achieve true comprehensive se-
curity for all citizens throughout the OSCE space.

If confrrmed, in all my efforts my priority will be to leverage and
strengthen the OSCE as an institution that efficiently and effec-
tively advances American and European interests.

Ambassador Nuland and Ambassador-designate Lute have laid
out the enduring and unquestionable U.S. interests in a strong,
democratic, prosperous, and secure Europe as a central component
of maintaining our own national security in the 21st century. By
supporting robust and deep transatlantic ties through our bilateral
diplomacy, maintaining the strength and agility of our NATO alli-
ance, and continuing to advance transatlantic cooperation through
a comprehensive approach to security issues like those at the cen-
ter of the OSCE's work, the U.S.Æuropean relationship will remain
a foundation for progress toward a more peaceful and democratic
world.

Thank you again for having me. If confirmed, I will look forward
to working with members of this committee and, of course, with the
Helsinki Commission. And I welcome yow questions.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Baer follows:]

PRnpaRno Sr¡tnupN,r on DeNrpr, B. B¿pn

Thank you, Ml'. Chairman, iVIr. Ranking Member, and memt¡ers of the committee.
It is an honor to come before this committee as the President's nominee to serve

as the United States Perrnan^e4t.Representative to the O_rganizatìon for Selurity
and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), and I am gtateful for the confidence that Presr-
dent Obama and Secretary Kerry have expressed through this nomination.

I am humbled to be here in front of you, and also humbled to be in such good
company, with Ambassador Nuland and General Lute. I look forward to working
with each of them-and with you-to advance U.S. interests if we are confirmed.
I have worked closely with Toria over the last few years, and she has been not only
a great flriend but also a great partner in fighting for human rights.

Mr. Chairnlan, for the past 4 years I have had the privilege of serving as a Dep-
uty Assistant Secretary in the State Department's Bureau of Democracy, Human
Rights and Labor. In this capacity, .l have welconred the opportunity to contribute
to a long tradition-through both Democratic and Republican administrations-of
putting human rights at the center of U.S. foreign policy and to be part of that team
that helps shape our response to emerging human rig'hts challenges, such as grow-
ing threats to Internet freedom.

This experience has deepened my conviction that human rights must be at the
core of any successful long-term strãtegy for peace and security, and that U.S. lead-
ership in advancing human rights is as critical today as it wae when Eleanor
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Roosevelt helped draft the Universal Declaration of Human Rights almost 70 years
ago. Today, no serious observer can doubt the link between human rights and secu-
rity. We know that respect for hunan rights cannot be relegated to the "nice to
have, but noL essential" category, because there is no genuine securitv in the ab-
sence.ofrespect for hunan rights and adherence to the rule oflaw. Récent history
has shown us thât the apparent stability afiorded by repfessive regimes is ofteñ
proven illusory. And we know that because of this, wher states violãte the rights
of their citizens and faii to uphold their international human rights obligationÀ, it
is not merely "internal affairs" but the rightful concern of the entire international
comnunity.

The OSCE is unique in having enrbraced this comprehensive approach to securitv
at its founding, anï is the oñly regional securit¡i organizatio'n^ that places thä
human, economic and environmental. and political-militarv dimensions òf securitv
on an equal footing. The 57 participating States of the OSCE have recognized thal
whether and how an OSCE State is inrplementing its OSCE commitments is a
legitinrate concern for alI participating States.

This principle is part of a broader framework of highly elaborated human rights,
cooperative security, and rule of law nor-ms that are réflected in the mandatés of
the OSCE institutions and flreld operation¡, enabling them to respond to a range of
challenges-ffom attacks on media freedoir to ethnic tensions-across the OSCE-
from Vancouver to Vladivostok. From election observation to arms control and miii-
tary transparency and confìdence-building regimes; from the quiet diplomacy ofthe
High Commissioner on National Minorities to the exchange of techniCal expértise in
combating trafficking, promoting good governance in the-public and privaie sector,
supporting women entrepreneurs, or nraintaining border security; the OSCE's
resources encompâss expertise and established habits of cooperation that cannot be
replaced, recreated or duplicated.

Over almost four decades-from its origin at the signing of the Helsinki Final Act
in 1975, to its entergence as the OSCE in lgg0 when Europe and Eurasia were
undergoing deep an-d turbulent transfornration, we have ^witnessed 

enormous
progïess toward our goal of a Europe whole, free, and at peace. But there is still
more work to be done.

The "Helsinki+40" process, a 3-year framework for action leading up to the 40th
anniversary in 2015 of the signing of Helsinki, provides an opportunity for partici-
pating States to reaffirm existing ôSCE comnritments and to bolster the Orþaniza-
tion across all three dimensions. Helsinki+40 should promote trust and mutual con-
fidence in the political-military realm, help revitalizd conventional ams control as
well as confidence and secuúby-truilding regimes, and seek to address the protracted
conflicts in the OSCE space. The security afforded to OSCE participating States is
often, une_ven, particularly in the so-called "gray zones" of Europe. We should aim
to rebuild an environment at the OSCE where military transparency is the norm,
creating a more stable security environment for all.

In the economic and environmental dimension, we will maxinrize fully the OSCE's
unique position to leverage the connection between human rights. accôunhble and
responsive government, and economic prosperity. We will continue to promote good
governance antl prioritize the organization's work to improve trade ánd transport
ðonnections, notably at border crõssings, where good govèrnance practices and ãffi-
cient customs procedures are helping to increase trade volumes between partici-
pating States and ímprove income generation for small business entrepreneurs.

If confirmed, i will work with my colleagues across the atlnlinistiation, as well
as in Congress, to advance a vision that preserves what we value most at¡out the
OSCE, including its comprehensive approach to security, while developing a stra-
tegic framework that addresses 21st century challenges, leveraging U.S. resources
together with those of our partners to achieve results. And everi as we aim to
rebuild an environment at the OSCE where military transparency is the norm. the
OSCE can leverage its security cooperation experierice and^knowlódge, reaching out
to other regions on measures for nonproliferation of weapons of niass destruõtion
and conflrdence- and security-building regimes.
. ,C,hallenges to security. human riþhts and rule of law are prevalent across the
OSCE space including into.lerance and xenophobia, state-sponsored corruption,
flawed elections, decliãing military transparericy, and urresdlved conflicts. 'Some
participating States are failing to uphold and inplement their commitments, includ-
ing as they relate to fundamentai issues such as media íìeedom, investigative jour-
nalism and the role of civil society. This is troubling. But it cannot anl does not
change the fundamental truth on which the OSCE is based: that the three dimen-
sions of se_curity are interconnected and must be advanced together. Shortcomings
reinforce the fact that the work goes on, and that we need tlie OSCE to continue
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to address challenges in a practical, principled mânner, in order to achieve true,
comprehensive security fol'all citizens throughout the OSCE space.

I know that some experts and some OSCE states have expressed doubts about the
Organization's efficiency and effectiveness. We need to mãke a cle¿r-eyed assess-
ment of the OSCE ând address these concerns. We should deal with chailenses in
a practical way that reaffirms our shaled values and principles. The OSCE reirains
the only regional organization that includes ali of Europe and Eurasia as well as
Canada, the United States, and most recently Mongolia. Though its scope can make
consensus difficult, it also makes the organization that much nore powerful when
we find ways to address challenges together.

And we should renrember that when shared political will exists, the results are
impressive. The OSCE's role in facilitating the peaceful participation in Serbian
elections for dual nationals in Kosovo last vear is a case in point. Based on the
OSCE's success in lhat challenging nrission,'the EU has called^on the organizalion
to help administer local elections in northern Kosovo this fall, a key aspect of the
recent normalization agreement between Serbia and Kosovo.

Looking to the decacle ahead, the OSCE has the potential to play a pivotal role
in advancing interests we share with OSCE participating States, including support
for democratic development. economic integration, and security in Central Asia, as
well as contributing to ongoing transitions on the periphery of the OSCE space
among our Mediterranean Partners and in Afgharristan. The OSCE has expertise
and experience that is directly relevant to our Partners'aspirations.

In all of my efforts, if confirnred, nry priority will be to strengthen the OSCE as
an institution that efEciently and effectively advances American and European
interests in maintaining and deepening conrprehensive securi|y. The sustained com-
mitment of the United Staæs and other like-minded democracies is essential to the
establishment of rights-respecting and sustainable institutions, military trans-
parency and cooperative security, increased engagement with civil society, and
greâter adherence to rule of law and respect for human rights across the OSCE
space. No state can achieve this outcome alone; we need strong pârtners and organi-
zations such as the OSCE.

Ambassador Nuland and Ambassador-designate Lute have laid out the enduring
and unquestionable U.S. interest in a strong, democratic, prosperous and secure
Europe as a central component of maintaining our own national security in the 21st
century. By supporting robust and deep transatlantic ties through our bilateral
diplomacy; maintaining the strength and agility of our NATO alliance; and con-
tinuing to advance trans-Atlantic cooperation through a comprehensive approach to
security issues like those at the center of the OSCE's work, the U.S.-European rela-
tionship will remain a foundation for progress toward a more peacefuì and demo-
cratic world.

Thank you again for having me and I weicome your questions.

Senator Munprrv. Thank yorl, again, to all of our nominees.
Let me start with questions to you, Ambassador Nuland. Let me

draw on your years of expertise with respect to Russia. This is an
immensely important relationship; and, given all of the attention
on the disputes we have, it sometimes belies the fact that we are
actually at work with them on a variety of issues in which we have
deep mutual interests, whether it be antitefforism efforts, missile
defense, or the work we have done together with respect to Afghan-
istan.

That being said, as I mentioned in my opening statement, we
cannot let them off the hook with respect to the fairly severe down-
ward turn that the Kremlin's take on civil society has undergone.
As I have said before, if you are sitting in front of a court today
accused of political crimes, you are less likely to be acquitted than
you were during the Great Purge.

So, we can attack the issue of United States-Russia relations
from a number of perspectives, but let me ask you to talk about
this. What are the right pressure points upon Russia to try to turn
around, I think, this very detrimental turn that has come in the
way in which Putin and others are treating civil society and polit-
ical dissidents?
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Ambassador Nur,¿,No. Well, thank you, Senator. I certainly share
your concern about the internal political environment in Russia. As
I said at the outset, I agree with you, as well, that, wherever we
can, as we tried to do with the Soviet LJnion, we have to try to
work with Russia in our corrunon interests. And we have had some
success in that regard, particularly on some of the foreign policy
issues that we share.

With regard to our support for democratic change, for reform, for
those speaking out for a pluralistic society with rule of law, we
have to, despite the environment, continue to do what we can to
work with those Russians who are willing to work with us. If we
are not able to support them as fully as we used to inside Russia,
we still need to make support available in other ways. And I will,
if confirmed, be eager to work with all of you on this committee to
look for lnor€ ways to do that.

In addition, we have to speak out, as you said and as I said in
my opening, when we disagree. And we have to work more inten-
sively and more cohesively with our European allies and partners,
because, when we speak together about our concerns, ouf voice is
even stronger.

Thanks.
Senator MuRpny. Let me ask you one question about the trade

agreement. How worried are you about the ability of Europe to be
on the same page throughout these negotiations? We have seen,
just over the past week, France seems to-at every turn, trying
to-try to find an excuse to postpone or maneuver the beginning
stages ofthese negotiations. There are two sets ofnegotiatioñs hap-
pening one between European nations and one between the United
States and Europe. What is your role, in coordination with the
Trade Representative, in trying to make sure that Europe speaks
with one voice throughout these negotiations?-which is the only
way that we are going to end up getting a product which is as big
and bold as we all hope we can get.

Ambassador Nuuño. Thank-you, Senator. Well, you are right
that, on the one hand, it is a bilateral trade agreement between the
United States and the European Union, but it is obviously a trade
agreement between the United States and the 28 mcmbcr statcs of
the European Union, if we are able to be successful. So, we do have
an interest in the European position remaining clear, remaining co-
hesive. i think we have a role to play, at the State Department,
through our 28 embassies, in continuing to help make the case,
along with our colleagues in USTR who lead these negotiations, for
a trade agreement that will increase jobs on both sides of the At-
lantic, and will reduce barriers. We need to be coordinated in the
\ryay we use our public diplomacy and the way \rye work with busi-
ness glroups on both sides ofthe pond.

And, as I havg said in some of my calls to meet some of you in
advance of this hearing, I also hope that we will have bipartisan
support in the Senate and in the House for working closely with
parliamentarians in Europe, and particularly with Members of the
European Parliament, who will have responsibilities for ratifying
this agreement. I know some of them were here to see some of you,
just in the last week, and we thank you for taking the time to do
that.
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But, we are going to have to provide a clear sense of the land-
scape in Europe and where we have points of agreement, where we
have difficulties emerging in member states from our embassies.
And we are going to have to provide a strong American voice out
in Europe through our embassies. And I look forward to supporting
USTR and Mr. Froman in that regard, from EUR, and also working
with our Under Secretary for Economic Affairs at the Department.

Senator Munprrv. Well, Senator Johnson and I have already led
several of those conversations with our parliamentary colleagues
from Europe. We hope that we will continue that.

General Lute, I think, today there is only about three or four na-
tions in NATO that are at the targeted percentage of GDP dedi-
cated to defense. And clearly, the way things are going with respect
to the European economy, we probably cannot bet on that number
getting any better. So, we are having a conversation, one that oc-
curred in Chicago at the last summit, about specialization.

The Europeans, though, believe that that has to be a two-way
street, that if they are going to be asked to specialize, so should
we, and that we might, as part of that negotiation, consider gling
up some of our capabilities on, maybe, some nonintegral defense
platforms, to our European allies.

Talk to me about both the European and the American will to
get into a serious conversation about specialization, which ulti-
mately could solve the problem, today, of the United States picking
up 75 percent of the tab for NATO.

General Luto. Thank you, Senator. I think the specialization ar-
gument largely hinges on different views of a balance-different
views among the 28-of a balance between full-spectrum ability by
each of the 28 to fulfill their Article V commitments for mutual de-
fense. And, on the one hand, those capabilities, balanced against,
as you-suggesting, increased effìciency across the 28, by way of
specialization-national specialization.

If you look at the 28 allies today, clearly the United States has
full-spectrum capacity in every defense realm. But, there are only
a couple of other allies that erren approach that. And even those
who approach the full-spectrum capability can do so for only lim-
ited durations before they again rely on us.

I think the Secretary General and NATO already have begun to
move down the path of some specialization. You see this by way of
the pooling of resources, especially high-end, high-tech, expensive
niche capabilities, like the airborne-or, air-ground surveillance
system, based on the pooling of resources to buy the Global Hawk
surveillance abcraft; you see it with AWACs; you see it with the
C-17 pool of lift resources.

I must tell you that, in my view, we should not relent on the 2-
percent goal. We should let no one off the hook, that equal mem-
bership means equal contributions. And 2 percent is the standard.
But, at the same time, we should pursue these kinds of efficiencies,
that it could include national specialization, because the reality is
that the economic pressures across the 28 members is not likely to
relent in the next 5-plus years.

Senator MunpHv. Including on this Nation, as well.
General Luta. Exactly.
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Senator Munprry. I have run out of time, so I will turn it over
to Senator Johnson.

I will just _mention that ryg may have votes, at some point over
the course of this hearing. We hope that not to be the 

-case, but,
if we do have time for a second round-we will have to inquire-
you, Dr. Baer.

Turn it over to Senator Johnson.
Senator JouNsoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And again, I would like to thank all the nominees for taking time

to meet with me. I e4joyed the conversations. And again, I appre-
ciate your service to the country.

And, Ambassador Nuland, I particularly want to say thank you
for coming in, you know, during, kind of, thc hcight of the talking-
points controversies, sitting down with me in my ôf{ice and explaiñ-
ing a few tlúrrgs.

Unfortunately, there are an awful lot of questions that still re-
main about what happened following Benghazi, and, quite hon-
estly, even before it. For example, we still have not been-given the
names or access to the suryivors. I asked General Dempbey, in a
Budget Committee hearing, you know, really what was the status
of the commander in-extremis force that was on patrol in-or, actu-
ally, on training in Croatia. Still have not found out what the end-
plus time v/as, in terms of their ready reaction. So, there are still
an awful lot of questions.

And, you know, during the hearings of this full committee,
both-with Secretary Clinton, in response to my question, when
she uttered, you know, "At this point, what difference does it
make?"---or, I guess, "At-what difference, at this point, does it
make?"-the question I have is, Do you believe that, in your role
representing the United States Government, that the American
people deserve the truth out of members of the administration?

Ambassador Nuu,Nn. Senator, the American people deserve the
truth, this body deserves the truth, those of us \üho were friends
of the victims, as I wâs, deserve the truth, yes.

Senator Jos¡¡sotrl. In reviewing the change from the talking
points-original talking points, and how they were sanitized-it is
pre_tty remarkablc how sûnitizcd tþcy rcally wcrc. And I know you
had some participation in there. In your September 14 e-mai[, it
states that changes made to the CIA talking points still, "don't re-
solve all of my issues or those of my building leadership." Can you
just tell me who that "building leadership" was? who y-ou were re-
ferring to there?

Ambassador Nur-¿,wo. Senator, I very much appreciate the oppor-
tunity to talk about my role in the talking-points issue. With vour
forbearance, I would like to give a little bit of background before
I answer your specific question.

First, I just want to make clear that, when I was reviewing these
talking points, which was only on the Friday evening of September
14, they were not for a member of the administration to use; they
were talking points that the CIA was proposing to give to members
of the House Intelligence Committee-

Senator JonNsoN. Correct.
Ambassador Nur,ewo [continuing]. To use. Right? So, that was

the first thing.
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Second, I was not in a policy role in this job; I was in a commu-
nications role. So, my responsibilities were to ensure consistency of
our public messaging, but not to make policy. So, I never edited
these talking points, I never made changes. I simply said that I
thought that policy people needed to look at them.

Also by way of background, by the time Friday came around, as
spokesperson for the Department, I had already given three public
briefings on Benghazi. The first was on Wednesday evening. I gave
a background briefing in which I clearly said that this had been a
complex attack, it was an attack by extremists. Then I gave two
briefrngs at the podium: my regular midday briefing on Thursday,
and my midday briefrng on Friday. In those briefings, I was on
agteed interagency talking points in which I noted, again and
again, our firm commitment to investigate, fully, what had hap-
pened. But, I declined to give any more details, citing the need to
have a full investigation, and particularly the integrity of the FBI's
investigation.

So, when I saw these talking points on Friday night, just a few
hours after that had been my guidance, they indicated a significant
evolution beyond what we had been saying at noon. And it was on
that basis that I raised three questions, in my communications
role.

The first was-and, again, these were for Members of the House
to use, not for an administration official to use-so my first ques-
tion was with regard to consistency. It struck me as strange that
we were giving talking points to Members of the House that went
considerably further than what we, in the administration, had been
saying at that point. And I felt that if House Members were going
to say this, we, government communicators, should be able to say
it, too.

The second was that I had been under very tight guidance that
we must do and say nothing that would prejudice the integrity of
the FBI's investigation, so I wanted to make sure that the CIA had
actually checked with the FBI and Justice, and that they were
comfortable with these talking points.

The third concern that I had was with regard to the second-to-
last paragraph of the talking points, as I was looking at them,
which made reference to past agency reporting about the situation
in Benghazi. And, frankly, Senator, I looked at them, and they
struck me as a partial rendering of some of the background infor-
mation behind the situation, and I was concerned that giving them
to the-out this way would encourage Members of Congress and
members of the public to draw inaccurate conclusions about our re-
spective agency's role in the entirety of the Benghazi issue. So, I
did not change them-

Senator Jonwso¡¡. OK, let ug n6f-
Ambassador Nur-e¡m [continuingl. I did not edit them-
Senator JoHNso¡¡. OK, I appreciate that, but-
Ambassador Nur,e¡¡o lcontinuing]. Yes.
Senator JonusoN lcontinuing]. I think your specific quote in your

e-mail about that penultimate point was that you were concerned
that Members of Congress would beat the State Department. So,
you were a little more concerned about the State Department get-
ting beat up by Members of Congress than potentially getting the
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truth out to the American people. I mean, that would be my con-
cern, in terms of interpretation of that.

Ambassador Nut ¿mn. Sir, as I said, my concern was that this
was not an accurate representation ofthe-

Senator JonNso¡¡ lcontinuingJ. OK.
Ambassador Nulex¡ lcontinuing]. Full picturs-
Senator Jon¡¡so¡¡ lcontinuingJ. But, again, let us-
Ambassador Nur,¿No lcontinuing]. That they were-
Senator JoHusoN lcontinuingl. Just get back to some facts.
Ambassador Nul¿xo. Yes.
Senator JoH¡¡soN. So, who would be the "building leadership"

that were not-or that were not satisfled with the resolution bf
suggested changes to the talking points? Who would those people
be?

A¡nbassador NUL¿Nn. So, after my first e-mail with these con-
cerns, the agency came back with another draft, but that draft con-
tinued to make reference to the past agency reporting that I
thought was a prejudicial way of characterizing it. So, it was on
that basis that I raised objections again.

Senator JoHNso¡¡. OK, bs¡-
Ambassador Nulamo lcontinuingJ. And here, this was-
Senator Jonxsow lcontinuingJ. Ambassador Nuland, I am run-

ning out of time, so, you know, I-
Ambassador Nulaxo fcontinuing l. Yes.
Senator JoHNso¡q lcontinuingl. I just really wanted some-just

faü|,s. I rnean, who were the "building leadership" that you are re-
ferring to that was not satisfied with the suggested changes? Who
would those individuals be?

Ambassador Nu¡-¿¡¡o. Again, I-
Senator JoHNsom. And then, further-because I will-the next

question would be, Who was at the deputy's meeting? Who were
those people?

Ambassador Nur-¿Nn. With regard to "building leadership," I was
concerned that all of my bosses at the policy level would-needed
to look at these to see if they agreed with me that they were-

Senator JonNsoN. And who would those bosses be?
Ambassador Nur,¡mo lcontinuing]. Potcntially inaccurate.
Senator Jot¡NsoN. What about names? I mean, who were those

individuals?
Ambassador Nur,euo. Well, obviously, as I reported to the full

spectrum of Under Secretaries and Deputy Secrétaries and every-
body-

Senator JonNsoN. Were there particular-
Ambassador Nur-exo lcontinuingl. At the Departmsn¿-
Senator JoH¡lsoN. 

.Were 
there particular people that were con-

cerned about the changes that were not being made?
Ambassador Nuleuo. The only person that I consulted with that

night was my regular reporting channel, with regard to issues that
I was not able to solve at my level. So, our regular procedure, when
I, as spokespeÍson, could not solve an issue at my level, was<r
when I thought that there needed to be more policy input versus
communications input-was to send my concerns up to the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Policy. That is what I did that night. t-

Senator JoHNsow. And that-
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Ambassador Nulexo lcontimringl. Did not-
Senator JonNsoN lcontinuingJ. Person is?
Ambassador Nut¿¡¡o [continuingl. Consult with anybody else.
Senator Jonmso¡¡. And that person is?
Ambassador Nul¡Nn. At the time, that was Jake Sullivan.
Senator Jon¡¡so¡t. OK, thank you.
Ambassador NUI-eNn. And he is on the e-mails, as you can see

them, as they-
Senator JoH¡lsoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ambassador NuleNn lcontinuingJ. Were released to you.
Senator MuRprrv. Thank you.
Senator Cardin.
Senator CeRorN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me thank all three of our nominees for their extraordinary

service to our country over many years. And we thank you for your
willingness to assume these new responsibilities. And I particularly
want to acknowledge your families, because this is a family sac-
rifrce, and we very much appreciate your willingness, at this impor-
tant juncture in American diplomacy, of taking on these respon-
sibilities.

I want to spend a moment, since I have Mr. Baer and Ambas-
sador Nuland here, to discuss the Helsinki Commission and human
rights. I particularly want to acknowledge Senator McCain, on this
day, where, as yorl might have seen, the Russian courts held Mr.
Magnitsky guilty of certain crimes; whereas, the international com-
munity knows full well that Mr. Magnitsky was the victim.

My question, basically, to Mr. Baer and Ambassador Nuland, is
that-we have worked very closely together, the administration
and Congress, on human rights issues, good-governance issues, on
economic-stability issues for countries in Europe, Central Asia, and
partner countries within the OSCE, all coming under, Ambassador
Nuland, your portfolio in the new position on which you have been
nominated, and to, Mr. Baer, your responsibility in Vienna. I would
like you to comment as to how important you see the relationship
to the Helsinki Commission and to the Congress in the work that
you do to advance the priorities of America in its participation in
the OSCE.

Dr. B¡an. Thank you very much, Senator Cardin, and thank you
for your leadership on human rights across the world. The last
time I testified for you was on Asia; and so, it is a pleasure to have
a conversation about a different part of the world this time. And
thank you for your leadership on the Helsinki Commission, as well.

I see the Helsinki Commission as one of the unique gifts that
whoever is fortunate enough to be serving as the U.S. Ambassador
to the OSCE has, because, if confirmed, it would be a real boon to
be able to have that institutional connection to Congress that is
really unique in the world. And, as you know, there is somebody
from the Commission who serves on the staff of the mission in Vi-
enna. There is also a detailee from the State Department who
serves on the staff of the Commission. And theré is, you know, an
opportunity for open communication and collaboration on the full
range of OSCE issues-political/military, economic/environmental,
human rights issues----on an ongoing basis. And, if confirmed, that
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is an asset that I would look forward to leveraging to the futlest
extent.

Senator CenorN. Thank you.
Ambassador Nule¡qn. I fully ag¡ee with what Dr. Baer has said.

In my long experience working with the Bureau and sewing in Eu-
rope, Helsinki principles, the Commission, are the foundatiõn of all
we do together. They undergird our values. And when we stray
from those values, all we need to do is look back at that document
from 1975. So, I look forward to working on these issues with Dan,if confirmed, and with you, Senator, and with this whole com-
mittee.

Senator Cennru. Thank you. One of the most challenging coun-
tries will be Russia. Wg havg already talked about Russiã a couple
of times. Russia's participation within many international organi-
zations has been challenging. They have committed to the Helsinki
principles, but, at opportunities that they can undermine those
princìples, they h_ave don-e that, whether it is election monitoring,
whether-il is the Magnitsky issues. Ambassador Nuland, as you are
responsible, with the present administration, to develop ágendas
for the bilaterals and the international orsanizations. cán vbu as-
sure this committee that human rights wiih Russia wltt remain a
high-priority issue?

Ambassador NUL¿No. Absolutely, Senator. I have never, in my
career, been shy about speaking oriú about human rights, aía I øit
certainly continue to do so, if confirmed.

Serratul Cenorw. Arrd, Mr'. Baer, you are going to be confronted
with some tough choices with Russia. They are going to say, 'You
need our corlsensus; th.elefore, back off," orr different issuès. Will
you commit to us that the United States will stand strong on the
human rights basket within the OSCE as it relates to Russia?

Dr. B¿on. Senator, you have my full commitment to stand
strong. Jt is part of the reason why I am interested in serving, is
to stand strong for human rights.

Senator CenorN. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I will yield back the balance of my time.
Senator Munprry. Thank vou.
Senator Risch.
Senator Rrscn. Thank you.
Ms- Nuland, I do not want to dwell on the Benghazi question,

but the Benghazi question is there, and it has not been answered.
And I have got some questions maybe you can help me with.

The administration is focused on this-hiding behind a curtain
of "Oh, well, we are doing an investigation." And they have done
that since day one on this. And, when we get briefed on stuff, this
is the only situation, in my experience heie, that they have done
this.

Senator McCain and I sat in a briefing-what was it, a week
after, or 10 days after? We had the Secretäry of State, tné freàa of
the CIA, the number two in the FBI, and we asked them, "Who did
this?" Because that was the question. The American people wanted
to know who did this. Was this a protest gone bad, or was this, in-
deed, a terrorist attack? Which, of course, we all know it was.
These people told us they did not know. Now, we are 10 days out,
and they are telling us that they do not know.
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Since then, we have run into a number of people who have said
that they advised both the State Department and virtually every
agency of government that it was, indeed, a terrorist attack, and
they told them that in real time.

When was the first time that you were advised that this was a
terrorist attack?

Ambassador Nul¿No. Senator, I do not recall the precise date
that we moved to being confident that it was a terrorist attack, but
I do recall that the President made reference, in that first week,
to a terrorist attack, and I believe that Secretary Clinton did, as
well, on the Friday. So, my talking points would obviously have de-
rived from what they were ready to say and what the intelligence
indicated.

Senator RrscH. Well, of course, Susan Rice was on TV, telling
people that, indeed, they did not know whether it was a terrorist
attack. You are aware ofthat, are you not?

Ambassador Nul¿No. I am aware of those programs, yes.
Senator Rrscu. What other information did you have that this

ÌMas a terrorist attack, and when did you get it, within the first 48
hours?

Ambassador Nul¿¡¡o. Senator, I just need to remind that I was
not in a policy job, I was in a communications job at that time, so
I was, frankly, not reading intelligence reporting, because it was
diffrcult to keep one brain for the public and one brain privately.
So, I was the conveyor of agreed policy and agreed decisionmaking
about what we could say publicly. So, I really-you know, I think
it was quite clear, when the President made his first reference to
terror, that this is what we were dealing with. But, I never took
an intelligence briefrng, myself, that week.

Senator Rrscn. Since then, have you gone back and looked at
that intelligence information you had, that you had access to?

Ambassador Nu¡,¡¡¡o. Sir, it was not something that I was privy
to, because I did not need it in the jobs I was in.

Senator Rlscs. Did you help in choosing Susan Rice to speak on
the Sunday talk shows?

Ambassador Nul¿No. No, sir.
Senator Rtscn. Did you brief her at all?
Ambassador Nuleun. No, sir.
Senator Rrscn. You had no conversations with her prior to-from

the time of the attack until she appeared on the Sunday talk
shows?

Ambassador Nulauo. I had no conversations with Susan Rice,
herself. I had-we had interagency discussion, which her staff par-
ticipated in, on the days that I briefed, which was the Wednesday,
the Thursday, the Friday. I never spoke to her. I, frankly, never
saw the talking points that were prepared for her, in final form.
As I said, when I saw the talking points, they were for members
of the House Intelligence Committee.

Senator Rrscn. Mr. Baer, Senator Shaheen and I had the honor
and privilege of representing the United States at the October lst
elections in Georgia, as overseers. And we came back, gave our re-
ports, and what have you. I was interested in the report from the
OSCE on the subsequent elections that took place in April. And I
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tealize this is dated just July 9. It is dated 'Warsaw, July 9. Have
you had an opportunity to review their report on this?

Dr. Bern. I have not yet, sir.
Senator Rrscn. OK. Thank you.
Ms. Nuland, the Georgians are concerned regarding getting back

Abkhazia and South Ossetia. I met with our Ambassador yester-
day, and we had a robust discussion about this. What is your view
of that situation and the likelihood that they are going to get back
those two provinces in the near future?

Ambassador Nul¡Nn. Thank you, Senator. And thank you for
taking time to see Ambassador 

-Noidland. I appreciate thät very
much. 'We, as a Department, appreciate that.

Senator, the sovereignty and territorial integrity ofGeorgia is ab-
solutely vital and essential. The United States has suppoited that
from the moment of Georgia's independence. It is personally impor-
tant to me. This was an issue that came up quite clearly when I
was_ in the job as Special Envoy for Conventional Forces in Europe.
And, as you may know, we were tryrng to look at how we might
update that treaty, and we came to consensus within NATO abõut
how that might be done. We came to consensus among most of the
35 members who were party to the treaty-36. But, we \ryere un-
able to come to consensus with Russia because of the problems
agr-eeing on territorial iqtegrity issues, both with regard io Georgia
and with regard to Moldova. And it was my judgmeht and my rec-
ommendation to the Secretary at that time that we call off the ne-
gutialiurrs because iL was rrob possible to settle the issue without
impugning those basic principles of democracy in Europe.

Senator Rrscn. Is there any plan, a[ this point, thafyou are put-
ting forward, to assist the Georgians in recovering these two prov-
inces? The Russians refuse to leave. Obviously, that is a huge
issue. Do we have a plan in that regard?

Ambassador Nur-exo. Senator, we have been active in supporting
efforts that Tbilisi, that the Creorgians themselves, have initiated
!o try to reach out to the people of Abkhazia and the people of
South Ossetia so that they can have a better understanäing that
their future would be bright in Georgia, itseld and to impact and
give them a better understanding of thc conditions in that country.
Because, as you may know, the media environment is controlled
pretty heavily. We will continue to do that, and we will be-con-
tinue to be guided by Georgian efforts to work on these issues.

Senator Rrscn. Thank you.
My time is up. Thank all three of you for your service to the

country.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MuRpnv. Thank you.
Senator Kaine.
Senator Ker¡tn. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
And, to the witnesses, my best. Thank you for your service.
Senators do a lot of things, but there are actually not that many

things we do that are part of our written job description in the con-
stitution. Article II, Section 2 says that the President shall make
appointments to executive positions, and that that shall be done
with the advise and consent of the Senate. That same section stipu-
lates that "advise and consent" is supermajority when it is abõut
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treaties, but not supermajority when it is about appointments. I
wish you the best as \Me move forward. And it is good to be about
this work.

General Lute, my questions are really going to be, for you, about
Afghanistan, because of the karma of a Foreign Relations Com-
mittee meeting I was in earlier today, in the same room, that was
all about Afghanistan. We heard a number of witnesses-Ambas-
sador Dobbins, Dr. Peter Lavoy, Stephen Hadley, former National
Security Advisor, Ahmad Nadery, f'rom a elections foundation-
Free and-Elections Foundation in Afghanistan, and Sarah
Chayes, from the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. I
asked a basic, kind of, threshold question of the witnesses, to which
they all agreed, and I wonder if you do, and that question was,
Was it their opinion that a strong majority of the Afghanistan pop-
ulation wanted there to be a residual United States and NATO
force, post 2AL4? And they all said that they believed a strong ma-
jority of the Afghan population wanted that. Is that your sense, as
well?

General Lute. It is, Senator. And all our opinion polling and orrr
work across the political spectrum in Afghanistan supports that
vlew.

Senator K¿rwn. And just-I know, from your background, that
you were-you have been deeply involved in questions about lraq,
as well. Was there similar polling done or a similar effort to under-
take what the Iraqi population sense was about that question?

General Lutn. I do not know that there is a close parallel with
the lraq experience in this regard. There certainly was among the
two political classes, the two political elites, the two sets of political
elites. I do not recall, from my Iraq experience, that kind of coun-
trywide opinion poll-

Senator Kerun. And jus¡-
General Lutn lcontinuingì. Popular opinion.
Senator Kerun [continuing]. Just from your-and regardless of

polling, just from your experience in the area, do you have a sense,
of your own, about the Afghan population for a desire for a follow-
on residual force, versus that desire in the lraqi population at the
time?

General Lurn. I think there are two things that clearly underline
Afghan interest in a continuing Western presence of some sort be-
yond 2014. One is the question ofjust ra\M resources. The Iraqi peo-
ple always knew that they did not really require external resources
to prosper as a nation, and clearly the Afghans know that they do
rêquire external resource.

The other thing is the neighborhood. Iraq lives in a difficult
neighborhood. But, I would argue, Afghanistan lives in a worse
neighborhood.

Senator Ker¡¡e. Yes.
General Lura. And it is very clear, from even the last 30 years

ofexperience, that all Afghans understand that very clearly.
Senator Kerxs. General Lute, your opening testimony talked a

little bit about the need for the residual force. And there is obvi-
ously all kinds of debates going on about potential size, and I am
not going to get into that. But, Stephen Hadley testified-and I
thought it was an interesting bit of testimony that was both writ-
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ten and then I followed it up orally-that his recommendation was
that the United States should announce, relatively promptly, with
some clarity, the size of a robust tbllow-on 1'orce, and thàt, if that
happened, there would be the following consequences. It would cre-
ate more confìdence among the Afghan population in the runup to
the 2014 elections. It might encourage more candidates to consider
stan.dr-gg for election, whjch would bè a positive thing. It would po-
tentially deter or dissuade some who want to manipulate either ûhe
bjlateral security agreement negotiation process òr the elections,
themselves. And he also indicated, in oral, not written, testimony,
but that a relatively prompt and certain statement from the Unitrid
States about the follow-on force might also promote prompt and
ggrlgLlnty-certain comrnitments to be made from the pártneis-the
NATO partners that we have in Afghanistan. That wãs if you will
just take it from me-I think I have done a pretty fair job-of sum-
¡narlzi_ng the written testimony-do you-What would your opinion
be of that testimony?

General Luro. So, certainly those factors ring true to me. I would
just argue-and I actually heard Steve's presentation.

Senator Kerxn. Oh, OK.
General Lurn. I would argue that the size and scale, scope of the

U.S. military presence in Afghanistan beyond 2014 is one ïactor in
Afghan confidence, but maybe it is not the dominant factor. I think
equally dominant or equally important will be the smoothness, the
effrciency of the political transition, which I know also the testi-
uruny cuveleü in a lu[ of deLail l,his urorning. I think Afghans need
to see that. under the constitution, for the first time, thãt they can
efficiently and srnoothly, peacefully ür'arrsfer politicâl power-from
the Karzai regime of the last 10 years to whoèver sucôeeds Presi-
dent Karzai.
_ I thinb frankly, tþat that is the dominant factor in Afghan con-
fidence. There are others, as well. They need to see that their secu-
rity forces are going to be sustained. And, of course, the inter-
natior.ral _community, alongside NATO, has taken steps to secure
that funding beyond 20L4 so that they can feel confident in that
way. They need to see that their economy's not going to crumble.
And the international community, last July in Tokyo, marshalcd
the resources for 4 years, beginning in 2013 through the transition
period, to fill the budget gap between what the Afþan budget can
provide for itself and the needs of the country itself.

S9_, lhere are a number of confidence factors, one of which might
be U.S. military presence, but I am not even sure it is the domi-
nant one.

Senator Kerxn. Would you agree that the commitment of the
U.S. and NATO allies to a presence might have an effect upon the
smoothness of the transition, to the extent that it might enèourage
peopl_e to run for office, !o thg extent that it might givè people some
gg1fidencg_gqilg into the election season? Wõulilyorr agree that
U.S. and NATO commitments, vis-a-vis the residual force, might be
a factor in the smoothness of a political transition, which l-agree
is ultimateþ the _mgst lmportant element that we are looking at?

General Luru. I think it is a factor, Senator. I think, alonþside
that factor, though, is the political factor, the political commitment
made by NATO in Lisbon in 2010, and by the United States, by
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way of our strategic padnership agreement last spring, that, politi-
cally, we are comrnitted to be there beyond 20L4, and then also the
counterpart economic commitment made both for security assist-
ance-that is, to sustain the Afghan forces-but, beyond that, for
economic assistance. And then, finally, I think the presence of some
residual force would be a factor.

Senator K¿rup. Great.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Thank you, to the witnesses.
Senator Munprrv. Thank you.
Senator Rubio.
Senator Ruero. Thank you, to all the nominees, for your service

and for being here today.
Ms. Nuland, I wanted to, first, say that I think there is very lit-

tle debate on this committee about your qualifications to serve in
this post. And, as I mentioned to you yesterday, the only reason
you are getting questions, quite frankly, about the Benghazi issue,
is because you were in that policy role. And, because the committee
is not holding any further hearings on it, you are, quite frankìy,
the only witness we have-on questions with regards to these
things that we want answers to. So, I wanted to briefly touch on
it, hopefully in an effort to expedite the hearing and maybe close
the book on it.

I read your e-mail, that is now available, that is dated the 14th
of September at 7:39 p.m. You raised two concerns, primarily. The
first was that there were mentions of Ansar-Ansar al-Sharia-in
the context ofthat September It,2012, attack and that you did not
want to prejudice the investigation. The second concern talked
about the agency having produced-"agenc1/'being the CIA-hav-
ing produced numerous pieces of information on the threat of ex-
tremists linked to al-Qaeda in Benghazi and eastern Libya. Those
were the two concerns that you raised in that e-mail.

So, on point No. 1, about the mention of Ansar al-Sharia and
prejudicing the investigation, did the FBI share that concern?

Ambassador Nul¡mn. Senator, thank you for that.
I want to clarify here that, with regard to the substance of men-

tioning Ansar al-Sharia, I did not have concerns about that.
Senator Rueto. OK.
Ambassador Nulexo. As I mentioned earlier, it was not for me

to decide what we knew, nor what we could declassify. I assumed,
that evening, that if the agency was prepared to have Members of
Congress name Ansar al-Sharia, that their information was solid
and it was releasable to the public.

My concerns were the two that I mentioned earlier; namely, that
I did not understand why Members of Congress could say more
about it than we could, in the administration; and, second, that we
had been under tight guidance not to prejudice the investigation,
so I wanted to make sure my CIA colleagues had cleared these
points with the FBI and Justice. I was later reassured that they
had.

Senator Ruero. OK, good. Then, the second question I had is on
point No. 2, and it is the one about the agency having produced nu-
merolrs pieces of information on the threat of extremists linked to
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al-Qaeda in Benghazi and eastern Libya. We now know that that
is accurate, correct?

Ambassador Nut ¿¡,in. The agency had produced some pieces. My
concern was not about the ac€uracy ofwhat was on the pãper, Sen-
ator; my concern was that it was an incomplete representation-
and, frankly, a prejudicial one, I feìt-of the totality of the situa-
tion in Benghazi. I had been under pretty tight instructions, for the
3 days running up to that, along the following lines: that we rtrere
to stay, as the State Department, very tightly lashed up as an
intera-gency community, with regard to what we could say, and
that the integrity of the investigation was paramount, that we had
to get all of the facts so that we could learn the lessons from this
trygqdy; and that I had to be extremely attentive to the equities
of other government agencies-there were a number of other gov-
ernment agencies that had very sensitive equities in this; and that
that was the environment that all of us should be operating in. So,
my concern, when I saw that particular paragraph, which was re-
tained, was that it might not be in that sþirit. And again, I did not
edit them, I simply asked-

Senator Ruero. Right.
Ambassador Nul¿Nn [continuing]. That policy people above me

check my instincts.
Senator Ruero. Those instructions that you have just highlighted

for us, were they from Mr. Sullivan?
Ambassador NuleNo. They were from the entire leadership of

the Department, that we needed to get the facts and we needed to
learn the lessons of Benghazi, and that we needed to be good col-
leagues in the interagency, yes.

Senator Ruero. Does that-so, does the entire leadership include
Secretary Clinton?

Ambassador Nule¡¡n. Secretary Clinton was, as she testifred,
herself, the leader in saying we had to get to the bottom of this,
that we had to take responsibility for what had gone wrong, and
we had to fix it. Yes, sir.

Senator Ruero. Did you have any conversations with Secretary
Clinton about the talking points or the specific concerns that you
.raised?

Ambassador Nur,¿.Nn. At no point, that evening or subsequently,
did I talk about the talking points with Secretary Clinton.

Senator RusIo. You dið talk to them with Mr. Sullivan about
these concerns, however?

Ambassador Nuleun. I did not.
Senator Rusro. So, the-your concerns were unilateral-these

were concerns based on the instructions you had received from
your leadership, but not concerns that they specifically told you to
have.

Ambassador Nur¿Nn. Correct. And, as I said before, and as the
e-mails indicate, whenever I had a problem that I could not solve
at my level, or a concern that what I was being asked to clear was
not a communications question but a policy question, I referred it
to the Deputy Chief of Staff for Policy, which is what I did that
night.

Senator Rusro. So, just to close the loop on it, you had instruc-
tions on what the tone and tenor of talking points should be from
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the State Ðepartment's position. You reviewed and made decisions
on the talking points, based on those instructions, but they did not
specifrcally tell you, "Object to this point" or "Object to that point"?

Ambassador Nulexn. At no point was I ever told to object to
anything. I was acting on my instincts and asking for a higher
level review to check them, and I did not make any edits, as I said.

Senator Ruero. Thank you for your anslvers.
In the minute-and-a-half that I have left, I want to ask about

Russia. We reset our relationship with Russia, about, I do not
know, 3 years ago, ZVz years ago. What is your personal opinion
of how that has worked out? And where are rrye today with Russia?
Are we still in a reset mode, or are we in a reset of the reset?
Where are we with Russia? And what is, in your view, the status
of that relationship, given the reelection, I guess we should call it,
of Mr. Putin, and the direction he has decided to take his country?

Ambassador Nur-¿Nn. Senator, as I said at the outset, I do be-
lieve that we have made important progress with Russia in recent
years, that the work we do together to contain and sanction lran,
the DPRK, our ability to exfrl and move equipment from Afghani-
stan through Russia, our counterterrorism cooperation, and the
New START Tïeaty, are valuable things that resulted from the
reset. But, I also believe that, when we disagree with Russia, we
have got to be absolutely clear. And you can see that that is clearly
the case now, with regard to Russian policy in Syria. It is-we
are-and you have seen Secretary Kerry's efforts to try to use the
Geneva agreement that the Russians agreed to under Secretary
Clinton to try to get to the negotiating table, but, at the same
time_

Senator Runro. Can I interjssf ¿l-
Ambassador Nul¡No. Yes, please.
Senator Rusro lcontinuingi. That point? I am sorry to interrupt

you, but-
Ambassador Nur,¡¡,¡o. Please.
Senator Ruero lcontinuingJ. I am going to run out of time.
I wanted to ask about that, in specific. What is your view, what

are your hopes, what are the odds that Russia could be enticed or
have any incentive to try to reach a negotiated settlement in the
Syrian conflict that results in something that is in the national in-
terests of the United States? Or are their interests, vis-a-vis Syria,
so diametrically opposed to ours that any sort of ar:rangement there
is almost impossible, realistically?

Ambassador Nut¡No. Senator, without delving too deeply into it
in this setting, I would simply say that I believe that Russian
views of the situation will very much be guided by the ground situ-
ation in Syria.

Senator MuRpnv. Senator McCain.
Senator McCerN. Thank you very much.
And thank the witnesses. And, for the record, I have known and

admired Ambassador Nuland for a long time. General Lute, you
and I have been friends for many years. And, Mr. Baer, I congratu-
late you on your assignment.

I must say, the progress that you noted, Ambassador Nuland, is
minuscule, as compared to what the Russians are doing. I am very
disappointed in your answer. Did you see-did you see the-what-
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the news report yesterday-yesterday-"Dead Russian Lawyer
MagnitFky_Found Guilty"? Did you happen to see that? Did you see
that, Mr. Baer? Does that remind you of the good old days-of the
bad old days of the Soviet Union, when we convict dead people?
Doesn't that appall you, I would ask Secretary Nuland, añd you,
who are supposed to be an advocate of human rights? Isn't that
outrageous, that a man, 'who we know was tortured to death by the
Russian authorities-was $dlty of nothing, and we are saying that
it is valuable progress that the Russians are letting us irañsship
some equipment back? Somebody's got their priorities screwed up,
here.

I am proud to have worked with Senator Cardin on the
Magnitsky Act. You both say, "Well, we will get tougher on them."
How about giving me some specifics? How could we get tougher?
Do you know one of the ways we could get tougher?-is expanã the
scope of the Magnitsky Act and make some more Russians feel
some pain. Obviously, they did not react well-or, they did not like
the fact that we passed the Magnitsky Act.

I would like to hear, either now, verbally, or for the record, what,
specifically, do you want to do to-we have reset back to 1955. And
when I meet Mr. Broder and I meet the family of Sergei
Magnitsky, and we have, now, a situation where it goes almõst
unremarked by our administration, when they try and convict a
deadman_

I would be glad to hear your responses, and I hope they are a
little more vigorous than what you have been giving, so far.

Arnbassador Nulexo. Thank you, Senator. And I apprecia¿s-
Senator McCerN. By the way, I admire you very much, Ambas-

sador. I do not admire your chuice of spouses, but, that is another
issue. [Laughter.]

Ambassador Nut ¿Nn. You have given me an opening, Senator. I
neglected to thank my fabulous family-my parents and my-the
two handsome gentlemen in the middle, there, my husband and my
son, David, for coming, today. And t thank you for all the years
that we have worked together, including when I was out at NATO.

I cannot disag¡ree with you that it is a travesty of justice when
one is putting energy into convicting a deadman rather than find-
ing out who r¡ responsible for his murder. When I was spokes-
person of the Department, I was very proud to speak out forcefully
on this issue, as well as on the Magnitsky legislation.

With regard to the legislation, our work on the list is ongoing,
and we will add names, as \rye are able to.

Senator McC¿IN. You will.
Ambassador Nulemn. We will.
Senator McCew. You will.
Ambassador Nulemo. Dan, I do not know if you want to add any-

thing.
Senator McC¿nv. Mr. Baer.
Dr. BenR. What Toria said is absolutely right. My Bureau has

been involved in producing the fìrst list, and we do see it as an on-
going project, and we plan to add names to the list. And I certainly
share your feeling of being appalled at the conviction of Magnitsky.
It is a tragedy.
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Senator McCeru. And again, I do not want to-I would rather
ask a couple more questions, but I think it is important to point
out that, literally on every major issue of significant consequence,
that Mr. Putin has exhibited nothing but the most obdurate and,
in many times, aggressive behavior. We know that the support that
they are providing to Bashar Assad. We know of many of the other
transgressions, including internally-and this is where your work
comes in, Mr. Baer-the repression of the media, the-bringing
people to court who disagree, the-the whole-it all smacks of the
old Soviet lJnion, and it is-and we seem to want to think, some-
how, that things will get better, v/hen everything that I can see
that has real consequence has been retrograde.

But, let me ask General Lute, real quick.
General, I was a little surprised you did not mention Syria in

your comments. And I would like to have your comments about
that. But, I would like for you to explain to the committee why the
United States is negotiating or seeking to negotiate with a group,
the Taliban, that refuses to renounce its relationship with al-Qaeda
and refuses to commit, ahead of time, to respect for ¡Momen's rights.
Explain to me the logic there.

General Lurn. Well, as you know, Senator, right now we are not
negotiating. What we are trying to do-

Senator McC¿w. Oh, but we intend to.
General Lutp. We would like to explore the possibility of get-

ting-
Senator McC.cn{. No, I have been briefed several times, and you

have, too, General. Let us be clear that they were setting up the
office in Qatar, and they-

General Lure. Right.
Senator McC¿rN lcontinuingl. Were doing everl'thing possible to

have negotiations. Why do rve \Mant to have negotiations with an
organization that refuses to renounce its relationship with al-
Qaeda and refuses, as a precondition, to recognize women's rights?

General Lure. The two things you mentioned, the support of al-
Qaeda and the support, generally, for the Afghan Constitution,
which includes the kind of women's rights provisions that you are
suggesting, are both designed to be outcomes of a discussion with
the Taliban. And so, the-

senator MccalN. In other words_
General Luto [continuingJ. The attempts-
Senator McCeIm [continuingJ. It is on the table.
General Luto. No, it is not on the table.
Senator McCen+. Why shouldn't it-
General Lurn [continuingl. Those are our-
Senator McCeIN lcontinuingl. They-
General Lutn lcontinuing]. So-
Senator McC¿w [continuing]. It is either on the table or it is a

precondition, one of the two.
General Lutu. It is not a precondition to talks, it is a pre-

condition to Taliban being considered reconciled and eligible to re-
turn to political life, under the constitution, in Afghanistan.

So, it is very much the distinction between preconditions and end
conditions. And the idea that is under exploration is to see if you
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can get into talks-most important, Afghan-government-to-Taliban
talks-that see if those end conditioris can, in fact, be met.

So, there is no supposing or imagining that reconciliation comes
without achie-ving those three end conditions. The third one, by the
way, is to end the violence.

Senator McCew. Well, again, I think that if you-if we are going
to really be interestçd in the Afghan people and their rights, õhose
are preconditions. There can be no agreement without them, so
they might as well be preconditions. And by not making them pre-
c,onditions, we have somehow conveyed the impression tó them fhat
they are on the table. And that is-they are either on the table or
they are preconditions. It is not, "the subject"-if they are the sub-
ject_ofnegotiation, then they are the subject ofnegotiátion.

My time has nearly expired.
, I want you to say, a little bit, what you think we ought to be
doing in lr_aq, in light-in Syria-in light of the 100,000 people that
have now been massacred. Do you believe that we should be mov-
ing forward with arms to the rebels and establishing a new-no-
fly zone?

General Lurn. .Well, 
Senator, first, I have to just say that I do

not follow Syria like you and I used to follow Iiaq togbther. It is
about 15-actually more than 1,500 miles away from where I
a¡n-I focus, on Afghanistan and Pakistan. I think that, certainly,
the situationìn Syria is absolutely central to stability in a vital re-
gioq. As much as lraq was, 5 or 6 years ago, when we were there,
and the nurnbers vre ran, and as rnuch as Iiaq is today.

I support the administration's policy of the blend oltools that are
being _applied, principally the dþlomatic/political approach, to try
to find a resolution, hut-that approach, ãs support-eï by htrmani-
tarian support to the refugees to address the humanitariân crisis-
and then, frnally, the provision of means, to include lethal means,
to the insurgents.

Senator McC¿tN. I thank the Chair.
Senator Munpnv. Senator Shaheen.
Senator SHennrN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ambassador Nuland, Gereral Lute, Mr. Baer, thank you all very

much-for being_he-re and for your willingnces to scrvc thc country.
Ambassador Nuland, I am going to be$n with you and ask aboút

Georgia. Senator Risch, who was here earlier, and I had the oppor-
tunity to be_election monitors during their recent elections, tasl-Oc-
tober. And I have watched, with some roncern, to see that the gov-
emment of Prime Minister Ivanishvili has arrested a numbei of
the folks who were in opposition to them, and am concerned about
the kind _of signal that sends about what is happening to their
move to democracy in Georgia. And I wonder if yõu could assess
for me how you think the progress is going under the new leader-
ship, and whether you-what kind of action we are doing to try
and continue to encourage Georgia to keep moving toward-democ-
tacy.

Ambassador Nulaul. Well, thank you, Senator. And I thank you
and Senator Risch for being willing tb be election monitors and"for
your long-time commitment to Georgia.

I share y-our concern. Georgia has come so far in recent years,
including the elections last year, then the peaceful transier of
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power, the development of a vibrant multiparty parliament, greater
media freedom, the efforts to curb police and prison abuses, and
the continuity in foreign policy, but-and nobody wants to see
Georgia slide backward.

We completely understand that this government ran and won on
a platform ofredressing past abuses, but we believe strongly in the
primacy of the rule of law. And this cannot become cover for polit-
ical retribution, or even the perception of political retribution.
There has got to be full transparency, there has got to be due re-
spect for the rule of law, because the world is watching. And this
goes to the heart of Georgia's own aspirations, which we support,
to join, fully, all the transatlantic organizations. So, Georgia's got
to stay on a democratic path.

I am also, frankly, concerned about the economy. So, we want to
see Georgians looking forward, not looking backward. Aad, if con-
flrrmed, I will be very vigorous on these issues, and I look forward
to working with you and with other friends of Georgia here in the
Senate.

Senator Sn¿sønN. Thank you.
Let me just-to stay on Georgia, General Lute, one of the things

that I have been encouraged about has been to hear Prime Min-
ister Ivanishvili continuing the commitment to MAP for NATO and
the continued commitment they have had to the conflict in Afghan-
istan. They have been a great partner in that effort.

So, can you talk about how you see, and what you see, in terms
of their efforts to get MAP through NATO?

General Lurn. One of the great incentives, I think, for Georgia,
to make the kind of reforms that were just addressed, is the poten-
tial to walk through the open door and gain membership in NATO.
So, in this way, the NATO open-door policy really provides a very
positive incentive for Georgians to look forward.

Georgia is on its path to meet the standards required for NATO
membership. It has got work to do. I know that, by way of the
NATO-Georgia Commission, that work is underway, so we join that
effort, nationally, but we are joined by other members today, of
NATO, to ensure that they understand what the path consists of
and that they are making steady progress along that path.

Senator SnenrsN. Thank you.
Let me ask another question about Afghanistan. One concern I

have heard from some followers of the conflict there, and what we
are hearing from Afghans themselves, is concern about the zero op-
tion: Should we withdraw all American troops? Can you talk about
what-how that discussion is influencing what is happening on the
ground in Afghanistan?

General Lurn. Thank you, Senator. So, as we deal closely with
our Afghan counterparts, we remind them that the United States
commitment beyond 2A14 is embodied in a binding intemational
executive agreement signed by President Obama and President
Karzai more than a yea.r ago. So, we already have a strategic part-
nership with Afghanistan that extends well beyond 2014. In fact,
10 years beyond 2014.

Likewise, NATO, in fact, beat us to the punch and established
a strategic partnership of its own with Afghanistan in the Lisbon
summit in Novembet 2A1A.
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So, the framework already exists for a continuing contribution, a
partnership, beyond 2014. Beyond that, we have solidified those
commitments beyond 2014 with the timding commitments, both to
support the Afghan security forces, but also to the Afghan economy,
beyond 2014.

So, I think, as we discussed earlier with Senator Kaine, this is
a multipart package of political commitments, economic commit-
ments, and security commitments.

Arld the last piece that needs to fall into place is exactly what
will be the size and shape of a U.S. miìitary presence, and then,
beyond that, a NATO military presence, And that is still under ne-
gotiation. But, those negotiations are active, they are progressing,
and we think we will see them through to a successful coñclusion.

Senator Sxenno¡1. Great, thank you.
Ambassador Nuland, on that same trip to Georgia last year, I

had the opportunity to stop in Turkey and meet with the ectmeni-
cal patriarch of the Greek Church who was very impressive. And
I wonder if you can--one of the things that I takäd with him about
was what was happening in Cyprus. And I know that Secretary
Kerry has indicate_d this is an-we have an opportunity, here, with
what he calls "a frozen conflict," perhaps, to make some progress
i.n addressing what has been a stalemate for a very long timè, on
C¡¡prus, between Greece and Turkey. I wonder if you can talk
about whether there is-this is an opportunity, and how additional
diplomatic engagement might help to change what has been a sta-
tus quo for too long there.

Ambassador NuleNo. Senator, I do believe we have an oppor-
tunity now. I think circumstances are changing, attitudes -are

changing, not just within Cyprus, but also in Greece and in Tur-
key,_ and we h_ave to capitalize on that. We also have natural gas
off the coast of Turkey, which is a-off the coast of Cyprus-wlùch
is a powerful motivator for getting to the solution that we all want,
which is a bizonal, bicommunal federation that can share the bene-
frts. And it is absolutely vital to Europe that T\rrkey-that Cyprus
begin to prosper again, and I think that working on this coul-d be
a positive in that direction, as well.

Senator S¡r¡gpo¡q. Thank you.
My time is up, but let me just say, in closing, I hope that we will

continue to support the very positive progress that has been made
between Serbia and Kosovo on settling their disagreements there.
Aq4 anything we can do to support tÉat, I think'is very helpful.

Thank you.
Senator Munprry. Senator Barrasso.
Senator BeRR¿sso. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, on May 10 of this year, the Republican members

of this committee sent a letter to Chairman Menèndez respectfully
requesting additional committee hearings to review the opèn ques-
tions surrounding the September 11, 20t2, terrorist àttack in
Benghazi, Libya. It has now been 2 months, and we have not heard
back from Chairman Menendez about our request.

While the House of Representatives has been holding hearings
and heard from numerous witnesses, including Mark Thompson,
Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Counterterroiism;
Greg Hicks, former Deputy Chief of Mission in Libya; and Eric
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Nordstrom, former Regional Security Officer in Libya, those impor-
tant witnesses have not had the opportunity to testify and provide
answers in the Senate.

The American people have lingering questions about what hap-
pened on September 11, 20L2, and why the State Department
failed to protect our brave Americans in Benghazi, yet this com-
mittee has failed to schedule any additional hearings and has been
attempting to avoid the issue altogether.

Ambassador Nuland, during an interagency e-mail exchange on
September 14, 2A12, you expressed concerns that the information
you \Mere providing could be used by Members of Congress to ques-
tion the State Department for not paying attention to CIA warn-
ings about the security situation in Benghazi. In an e-mail, you
stated that you had, "serious concerns," about, "arming Members of
Congress," with information from the CIA. You went on to say that,
"Points should be abused-could be abused by Members to beat the
State Department for not paying attention to agency warnings, so
why do we want to feed that, either?"

Well, now the President has nominated you as Assistant Sec-
retary of State for European and Eurasian Affairs. This handles a
very critical region. I am concerned about your willingness to pro-
vide truthful and relevant information to the America people. And
I say this because you have implied that it is dangerous to inform
Members of Congress, \Mho are the representatives of the American
people.

So, my question is, Why should we believe that you will be open
and forthcoming on the disclosure of important information to Con-
gress, when you deliberately and intentionally withheld informa-
tion about Benghazi from Congress and the American people while
working at the U.S. Department of State as the spokesperson?

Ambassador Nur,¿Nn. Senator, thank you for the opportunity to
address this.

I am 400 percent committed to positive cooperation with the Con-
gress, to sharing, fully, all information that we can.

As you recall, in that first week after the attack, there were nu-
merous briefìngs, classifìed and some unclassified, and briefìngs
thereafter of Members of the Senate, Members of the House of Rep-
resentatives, that my bosses participated in. My concern was not,
Senator, that evening, about sharing information with Congress.
My concern was that these were talking points that the CIA was
proposing that members of the House Intelligence Committee use
with the media. And I felt that, if these were used with the media,
they would give a mistaken and flawed perception of our respective
agencies' roles in Benghazi. It was a partial representation of some
of the information that we had had, some of the activity that we
had been involved in together. So, I thought that, as media
points-not as information to Congress; obviously, I have always,
and will continue to, if confirmed, fully support transparency with
the Congress and full cooperation with the Congress-my corìcern
was that they were inappropriately crafted as points for the media,
and they would be misleading.

Senator Bennesso. So, you-I think you just used the phrase
"partial representation." So, were your €oncerns with the Benghazi
talking points that-were they made to shelter the State Depart-
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ment from responsibility or accountability regarding the terrorist
attacks in Benghazi?

Ambassador Nur,¡lto. Absolutely not, Senator. As ï said earlier,
we weïe under firm instructions, all of us, that what mattered
most was a full and fair investigation of all of the facts so that we
could learn the lessons and ensure that it never happened again.
As I said earlier, I was personal friends with Ambãssador Ste-
phens. He was somebody I was very close to. For me, it is personal,
to get to the bottom of this.

Senator B¿nResso. And I think the President, in his comments-
as he said, as soon as he heard about the attack, he said, "No.l,I want to make sure that rve are securing our persorìnel, doing
whatever we need to. No. 2, we are going to investigate exactly
what happened, so it does not happen again." And, No. 3, he said,
"We want to frnd out who did this so we can bring them to justice."

ln a letter dated December 18, Secretary Clinton stated, "We
continue to hunt the terrorists responsible for the attacks in
Benghazi, and are determined to bring them to justice."

Today, July 11, it has now been exactly 10 months since the at-
tacks. To your knowledge, are we any closer to identifying and
bringing those terrorists to justice?

Ambassador Nur¿Nn. Senator, I share your frustration. As I
said, as a citizen, I want to know what happened, as well. I have
to tell you that, in my previous role as spokesperson of the State
Department, and in my current capacity, I am not privy to informa-
tion about how the investigation is going.

Senator B¿nResso. OK. In your written testimony, you talked
about some things related to energy. You talked about that Euro-
peans have taken important steps to diversify their energy market
with new routes and new regulations.

I have introduced legislation enabling the United States to use
its newfound abundance of natural gas to help our NATO allies di-
versify their enerry imports in order to break Russian dominance
over them through its control of their natural gas supply. Many ex-
perts have argued that U.S. natural gas exports can diminish the
cartel behavior of rival suppliers, like lran and Russia, help per-
suadc allics to isolatc thcsc roguc states, like lran, and encourage
the decoupling ofinternational gas prices from oil prices, which can
reduce gas prices around the world.

Do you agree that natural gas exports, including LNG, can serve
as an important diplomatic tool for the United States to strengthen
our relat onships with our allies and restore our standing through-
out the world?

Ambassador Nuu¡,1n. Senator, certainly the fast pace of change
with regard to the natural gas picture in Europe is making a very
valuable contribution to Europe's energJ security. And I think you
know that the Department of Energy has approved some U.S. ex-
ports. It is obviously within the purview of the Department of En-
ergy to decide if we can do more of that. But, the degree to which
Europe has more diverse sources of natural gas, it is a good thing
for Europe, and it is a good thing for the security of the trans-
atlantic alliance.

Senator B¿RnRsso. It does seem that our enerry resources can,
at this point, increase our own economic competitiveness and en-
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hance onr power around the world. Do you support expediting LNG
licenses to our NATO allies?

Ambassador Nu¡.ext. Again, Senator, this decision set is not
within the purview of the State Department, it is within the pur-
view of the Department of Energy, so I would not want to speak
to decisions that they have to make. But, it is certainly the case
that the more sources of natural gas for Europe-and they are real-
ly diversifying their LNG terminals now, they are also looking at
shale gas, as you know, and we are very active in promoting that-
the better for their security and for our common security.

Senator B¿nR¿sso. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, my time is expired. At this time, I would like to

submit additional questions for written records.
Senator BeRR¡.sso. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MunpHv. Absolutely. Thank you, Senator Barrasso.
Senator Munprrv. Senator Paul.
Senator Peul. Congratulations, to the panel, for your nomina-

tions.
Ambassador Nuland, where were you, the evening of Benghazi,

during the attacks and in the aftermath?
Ambassador Nule¡¡o. I was at the State Department on Sep-

tember 11 until about 1 o'clock in the morning, sir.
Senator Peul. Was Secretary Clinton there, also?
Ambassador Nur,eNn. She was.
Senator P¿,u1. I did not hear you. W'as or was not?
Ambassador Nul¿l.io. She was.
Senator Peul. She was. 'Were you in the same room with Sec-

retary Clinton during the period of time during the attacks?
Ambassador Nul¡Nn. For some of that period-she did a written

statement on the attacks that evening. I worked with her on that
written statement, but I was not with her the whole time, no.

Senator Peul. OK Did you have any conversations with anybody
in Libya during the attacks or during the immediate aftermath?

Ambassador Nul¡Nn. No, sir.
Senator P¿ut. With anybody from Special Operations Command

in Africa?
Ambassador Nur,¿Nn. No, sir.
Senator Peul. No. Were you present during any conyersations

with Secretary Clinton with anybody in Libya?
Ambassador Nul¿No. No, sir.
Senator P¿ul. Were you present with any conversations with

Secretary Clinton and anyone from Special Operations Command
in Africa?

Ambassador Nut ¡¡ro. No, sir.
Senator P¿ut. Did you have any conversations with Secretary

Clinton concerning reinforcements being sent from Tripoli?
Ambassador Nur-exo. No, sir. My role with her was purely with

regard to communications.
Senator P¿ul. You did not have any-
Ambassador Nula¡¡o. Public-
Senator Peul. You were not present during any conversa-

tions-
Ambassador Nul¡Nn. No, sir.
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Senator Peul lcontinuingJ. That had anything to do with sending
reinforcements.

Ambassador NuleNo. No, sir.
Senator P¿ul. Were you present during any conversations with

either-with yourself or with Secretary Clinton-of General Hamm,
Admiral Losey, Lt. Colonel Gibson?

Ambassador Nulaxo. No, sir.
Senator Peul. OK.
Have you ever had any conversations with Secretary Clinton con-

cerning the purpose ofthe CIA Annex?
Ambassador Nut ¿¡¡n. I am not quite sure what you-what you

are asking, Senator.
Senator P¿ul. What was the purpose of the CIA Annex in

Benghazi?
Ambassador Nur,exr. Senator, I would be delighted to talk to

you about the relationship between the State Department and the
CIA in a separate setting, if that is helpful. I do not think it is ap-propriate-

Senator Pnul. Have you had any conversations with Secretary
Clinton concerning the purpose of the CIA Annex?

Ambassador Nule¡m. Not with regard to the purpose, no. But,
with regard to the responsibility of government communicators to
prgtect the equities and requirements of all other agencies, yes.

Senator P¡ut. Did you ever have a discussion with Sêcretary
Clinton concerning the fact that the function and the activities of
l,Ìre CIA Annex may have had something to do with the attacks?

Ambassador Nulexo. No, sir.
Senator Peul. Are you personally aware of what the CIA Annex

function is, or was?
Ambassador Nur,¿wl. Sir, I do not believe I have had a full brief-

ing on what the activities lryere, no.
Senator Peul. Have you read the New York limes article, from

2 weeks ago, that talks about the fact that the CIA has been in-
volved with sending arms to Syria over the last year?

Ambassador Nulewo. I did see that piece. I cannot assess its ac-
cuïacy.

Senator P¡ul. OK. Arc you oworc of the reports that a Turkish
shþ lef't Benghazi, or Libya, in the week prèceding the Ambas-
sador's killing, docked in Turkey, interviews have béen conducted
with the media, with the captain, distribution of the arms to Svrian
rebels have been reported-and discussed in the media? Arõ you
a\ryare of those reports?

Ambassador NuleNo. I am not, Senator.
Senator Peul. All right.
We have got a lot of questions. We have got a lot of very short

answers.
How often in-with your tenure, is sort of your typical routine,

as communications----or in charge of communicationb-at the State
Department-how often would you have personal contact with Sec-
retary Clinton, or conversations?

Ambassador Nulexn. When I was briefing, which was most days
when we were home, I would see her every morning at our seni-or
staff meet ng. I would also support her when she had bilateral
meetings with foreign visitors, particularly when there were press
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conferences. That was our home drill. And then, I traveled with her
on all of her foreign travel.

Senatór Peul. Right.
Part of the reason I bring up the CIA Annex is that, yoll know,

we are in the process of becoming involved in a new rvar, in Syria,
and there are many within the administration, which you will be
part of, who argue for just doing this secretly, without votes; basi-
cally, to have a covert war. And that is basically what we are hav-
ing now, according to articles concerning CIA activity in S¡rria, is
that we are going to have a covert war, not a war where Congress
votes on declaring war or votes on whether or not we should be in-
voìved.

The question, really, here, is a big question of whether or not,
you know, we obey the Constitution, which says the Congress real-
ly declares war, the Congress makes these decisions, that, unilater-
ally, these decisions are not made without the approval of Congress
or the people.

There is a question of the rule of law, basically. We have it on
the books that says that, if there is a military coup, that foreign
aid will end-not only if there is a military coup, if the military is
involved in any way-in any substantial way, in removing a gov-
ernment from power. So, you can understand the-you know, the
displeasure of some of us who believe in the rule of law, that, basi-
cally, this administration has said, "We are not going to obey the
law, we are above the law, and we are just going to say it is not
a coup."

The problem, here, is that there is a certain lawlessness. There
has been a big discussion on, you know, leaks f'rom the NSA. Peo-
ple have said, "My goodness, these leaks are damaging national se-
curity." Well, you know, what is also damaging to national security
is when people come and lie to Congress. No\M, I am not saying you
did. You have said that it was classified, you cannot talk about it.
But, if members of the administration are going to come to us and
say, "Oh, I am just going to lie, because it is classified, and tell you
the least untruthful thing," what it does is, it really does damage
the intelligence commurrity, it damages the reputation of your ad-
ministration, or the administration you will choose. It just-it dam-
ages the whole community, in a way, to say that it is OK to lie to
Congtess. That is basically what the opinion is now, and what is
being told to the public, "It is fine to lie to Congress." If that is
true, it really damages the credibility of people who do things.

So, when I ask the question, which I understand your inability,
ma¡rbe, to answer it because it may be classified-there are many
of us who believe that it was-it had to do with an arms trade
going out ofthe CIA Annex, and that perhaps people were unhappy
about arms being taken from one group to another and sent to an-
other, that may have incited the rioting and may have incited the
terrorist attack. But, the problem is, we cannot ever get to the
truth, because people just say, "Oh, it's secret." That is the problem
with running a secret government and running secret wars. We do
not get any oversight. We cannot have oversight because we do not
have any information.
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So, all I would say is that we need to think these things through.
If you look at what the public wants right now, the public is ñot
interested in a new war.

Thank you very much for your testimony.
Senator MuRpny. Thank you, Senator Paul.
We will do a second round, maybe of 5 minutes each, for mem-

bers that are remaining.
Ambassador Nuland, I just wanted to expand upon the questions

from Senator Shaheen on Turkey, just to ask a broader question.
What Erdogan is doing is certainly not to the extent of what we
have seen in Russia with Mr. Putin, but troubling nonetheless: the
crackdown within Istanbul, his treatment of journalists, his dis-
position toward the military. What are the tooìs at our disposal to
continue to raise these questions of a free and open civil sotiety in
Turkey?-given the same problem we have with Russia, in that we
have so many irons in the fire, with respect to our very complicated
security relationship with Turkey, that it often makes it diffrcult to
put the issue of human rights and his treatment of political oppo-
nents front and center. What are the tools at our disposal to con-
tinue to press Erdogan with respect to the-some of the same
issues, albeit to a lesser degree, that we are pressing Putin's gov-
ernment on, as lvell?

Ambassador NulaNo. Thank you, Senator. Our alliance with
Turkey, our relationship with Turkey, is absolutely critical, as yorl
know, not just in the Eurasian space, but also in all of the work
that we are doing no\r in the Middle East and North Africa, and
particularly with regard to Syria. I think it is because we have
such an intense and tight relationship, and because we have con-
stant contact-I think Secretary Kerry's now made seven-plus trips
to Turkey, the President talks regularly with President Erdogan-
that we can speak very clearly and frankly when we have concerns
about Turkey's democratic path-and we have done that at all lev-
els, because it is-Turkey's democracy and the strength of it is im-
portant, not only for the country itself, not only as a NATO ally,
but also because, as a majority Islamic population, Turkey's democ-
racy is looked at by other countries around the world and in the
rcgion who aspire to be able to be Islamic and democratic at the
same time.

So. these are the points that we will continue to make to the
Turkish Government, that freedom of assembly, freedom of expres-
sion, protection of jorrrnalists, are fundamental democratic válues
that strengthen the country. And, in the context of the review that
the Government of Turkey is doing now of the constitution, we are
urging that these protections be strengthened and not lightened.

Senator Munpnv. Well, I thank you for raising the issue of con-
stitutional refbrm. I hope that that will be an issue that we will
continue to raise with them. I think that we should be troubled by
the prospect of Erdogan trying to rearrange the constitution as a
means of continuing his reign there beyond what has been expected
by the people ofTurkey. I appreciate your raising that.

General Lute, just very quickly, with regard to NATO enlarge-
ment, we have got a number of candidates, particularly in the Bãl-
kans. Can you just sort of speak very briefly about the commitment
that you will have, as our Ambassador there, to actively work with
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the Balkan nations who are in line for membership to go through
the frnal stages of that process?

General Lutn. Yes, Senator, you have my personal commitment
to do this. Of course, this is standing NATO policy, under the open-
door provision. And it is longstanding U.S. policy, as well, that the
door should be open, not only to the Balkan States that you are
mentioning, but, as we mentioned earlier, Georgia, as well.

Senator Munpnv. Let me just, finally, before I turn it over to
Senator Johnson-I do want to associate myself with at least the
final comment made by Senator Paul. I know this is not particu-
larly within your individual books of business, but it may be. I do
think he raises a very important point about the interplay between
overt and covert activity. And we have seen that produce fairly
troublesome results for this Nation, but also for the State Depart-
ment, in places like Pakistan, as we move forward in Syria, which
is-you may have some interactions with.

I hope we look to prior history and understand that major mili-
tary actions happening in a covert manner present problems, cer-
tainly with regard to oversight by the United States Congress, but
also present problems within the administration, when there are
entities negotiating with players across the globe who do not nec-
essarily have control over all of the tools that are subject to those
negotiations.

Senator Johnson.
Senator JoHNsoIv. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
General Lute, as long as you did listen to the Afghanistan hear-

ing-I was able to be there-here for the frrst hour, and could not
ask questions, so let me ask you a couple of questions.

It was the-a comment was made that ISAF is providing critical
support to the Afghan army and the police force, and that the elec-
tions were-I cannot remember the exact quote, but "absolutely es-
sential," in terms of progress being made in Afghanistan. But,
there have been some real problems. Critical appointments have
not been made.

The point I want to make is, if we are going to stop all military
operations by the end of 2014, and basically turn it over to the Af-
ghan army and police force by 2015, what if they are not ready?
Vlhat is going to happen?

General Lutn. Well, the December 2014 goal to arrive at a point
where the Afghans are fully responsible, as we said at Lisbon in
20L0, at the end of this 4-transition process, is just that: a goal.
And the reports-I think you heard, this morning, but the reports
we consistently get, and have gotten for a number of years now, are
that our mi-litary believes-and they have day-to-day, shoulder-to-
shoulder contact with their Afghan counterparts-that sr'e are on
track, and that the remaining 18 months will complete that job to
arrive at a position where they are fully responsible.

Now, I think you also heard, this morning, and we see in more
routine reports, that there remain gaps today. Some of the ones
most obvious are close-air support, medical evacuation, logistics.
When you see-you see-

Senator Jor+NsoN. But, let me-I think that one-
General Lurn lcontinuing]. Newspaper reports on these, as well.
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Senator Jon¡¡so¡,1 lcontinuingl. One of the more critical gaps is
ma-nagerial, a! the offrcer level, which is an incredibly difficulf gap
to fiLl, isn't it, in just 18 months?

General Lurn. Well, Senator, you-I think you are right. You do
not bulld an army in 4 or 5 years. And we have really only been
seriously at the building of the Afghan army over the last 

-4 
ar 5

years. And that is why, beyond 24L4, t}re work will not be done.
And that is why we are committed to a training/advisinglassisting
mission even beyond 2014. As I mentioned earlièr, that,-of course,
is-needs to be governed by a bilateral security agreement, which
is under negotiation. So-

Senator JonNso¡¡. To what extent are militias being stood back
up in Afghanistan?

General Luts. I do not think this is a major change or a major
initiative in Afghanistan today. The ethnic groups, especially in {he
rural areas that are quite remote from the population centers, the
metropolitan population centers, have always been somewhat se-
cured by local power brokers, who have armed contingents. And
this is, to some extent, the natural state of affairs in Afghanistan.
But, these_are not dominant. And I can also tell you that, in the
last several yealq, we have not seen a dramatic risd in the presence
of these sorts of forces.

Senator Jonusott. Do you think those militias are a stabilizing
force?

General Lu'rn. I think they are a natural part of the security
lantlscape in Afghanistan. We do not see them as a destabilizinþ
force- They te_nd to stick quite close to their home turf. They are
ethnically and tribally organized. And they do not present a, nec-
essarily, destabilizing force.

Norv, what is new to the scene is 350,000 Afghan National Secu-
lity Forces, both army and police. And the standup of that national
force is designed to be the glue that holds the vèry disparate re-
gions of Afghanistan together.

Senator Josxsots. OK.
Senator MuRpnv. Senator Rubio.
Senator Rusro. Thank you.
And I apologizc for having to do this again, because this is not

directly related to you, but I just want tõ clearly understand the
timeline on the talking-points issue once more.

Fg, I wa4! to go b_ack. On October 10, Mr. Carney-Jay Carney-
said that, 'Agaiã, from the beginning,'we have piovidód informa-
tion based on the facts as we knew they becamè available, based
on assessments by the intelligence community-not opinions-as-
sessments by the intelligence community. We have been clear all
along that this was an ongoing investigation, that the more facts
became available, we would make you aware of them, as appro-
priate, and we have done that."

He went on to say, later, back in May, that, "What we said, and
remains true to this day, is that the intelligence community drafted
and redrafted these talking points." That was then.
_ In fact, the Presiden!, on October 18 of last year, said, on "The
Jon Stewart's Shgw," believe it or not, "But, ever¡rthing we get,
every piece of information we get, âs we got it, we laid it out to
the American people."
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That's the statements from the White House with regards to the
talking points.

Now, the original CIA talking points were pretty blunt. They
talked about "an assault on U.S. facilities in Benghazi as a ter-
rorist attack conducted by a large gËoup of Islamic extremists, in-
cluding some with ties to al-Qaeda." That was the original talking
points that the CIA circulated. But, then-well, the original talking
points they prepared-they then circulated these talking points to
the administration policymakers on the evening of Friday, Sep-
tember 14. They had changed "Islamic extremists with ties to al-
Qaeda" to, simply, "Islamic extremists," but they also add a new
context in the references to the radical Islamists. They noted-they
pointed to Ansar al-Sharia's invoìvement, and they added a bullet
point that highlighted the fact that the CIA had warned about an-
other potential attack on U.S. diplomatic facilities in the region.

And that was the point where all the things we have talked
about already began, right?-the e-mails circulating, you raised the
concerns, et cetera, and overnight on the 14th. Then there was that
meeting, on the 15th, of the-I do not want to mischaracterize the
name of the group-"the deputies gtoup." Is that right? You were
not a part of that meeting, but there was a meeting. Correct?

Ambassador Nul¡No. Correct. My understanding was that this
issue was taken up there, yes. I-

Senator Ruero. So,.you were not in the meeting.
Ambassador Nul¡No. But, I was not there.
Senator Ruero. But, what we know from subsequent e-mails

from someone-we do not know who it was-but, an e-mail to U.S.
Ambassador Rice after the meeting, and it basically said, according
to the e-mail there were several officials in the meeting that shared
your concelns-you were not part of the deliberations-that the
CIA talking points might lead to criticism that the State Depart-
ment had ignored the CIA's warnings about an attack. And the e-
mail also reported to Susan Rice that Mr. Sullivan would work
with a small group of individuals from the intelligence community
to finalize the talking points on Saturday before sending them on
to the House.

So, that was what happened from that meeting, and then these
changes came about, and then we get these talking points.

So, I guess the point that I want to raise is that, while, in fact,
the intelligence community may have physically and technically
written these talking points, the most substantive changes to the
talking points-the most substantive changes to these talking
points, from the original version? either-even the amended
versions that were fïrst circulated-the substantive changes came
as a result of direct input from the State Department and from
these-this deputies meeting. Is that-that is correct, right?

Ambassador Nut ¿¡¡o. Senator Rubio, as you correctly pointed
out, I cannot speak to the whole chain of events. When I received
the talking points, on the evening of Friday the 14th, they said-
they did not make reference to al-Qaeda, they made reference to
Ansar al-Sharia.

Senator Rueto. Right.
Ambassador NuLeNro. As I said, I had no difficulties, in sub-

stance, with that. When I, as a citizen, read the dozens and dozens
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and dozens of e-mails that we released to the Congress, to the pub-
lic, about this, it was clear to me, in reading those, as I am èure
it w4s cJeal !o you, that significant changes were made, apparently,
inside the CIA before they-

Senator Ruero. But, they were-
Ambassador Nule¡lo lcontinuingJ. Were circulated.
Senator Ruero. Right. And I understand that the CIA typed the

changes, but-
Ambassador Nut ¿¡lo. But, the-
Senator Rusro lcontinuing]. The subsequent-
Ambassador Nut ¡xn. While they were in-while they were in

clèarance within the C!\-
Senator Runro. Right.
Ambassador Nul¿,¡¡o [continuingJ. Before they went into the-
Senator Ruero. But, the point is that the major substantive

changes came between Friday evening, after you and other State
Department officials expressed concerns about criticism from Mem-
bers of Congress, and the Saturday morning, following the deputies
meeting. That is when the big changes to it came.

And the reason why that raises alarm is another e-mail, to Chip
V[alter, the head of tihe CIA s Legislative Affairs Office, fíom Sei-
retary Petraeus, where he expressed frustration at the nevr'
scrubbed talking points, noting that they had been stripped of
much of the content his agency had provided.

So, the point I am driving at has, quite frankly, nothing to do
with you. But, the point that I just wanted to raise here is, in fact,
when Mr. Carney and when the Presiclent says that these talking
points rüere a product of the intelligence community, that is not ac-
curate. These talking points were-may have been typed by the in-
telligence community, but these talking points were dramatically
changed, directly at the input of non-intelligence-community indi-
viduals, primarily in the State Department and in this meeting of
the deputies. That is where the changes were made. They did not
come from the intelligence community. The intelligence commu-
nity-in fact, its leader at the ClA-expressed frustration at the
changes that had been made.

I lcnow my time is up, but I have to get one real-quick question,
and it has to do with-is-the START Treaty. Is Russia in compli-
ance, in your opinion, with the New START? I know that is a big
change of topic. llaughter.J

Ambassador Nur¿un. Senator, at this-in this current state that
I am in, I am not privy to all of the inf'ormation with regard to
compliance. If confirmed, obviously I would be fully transparent
with you, within my responsibilities-

Senator Rusto. OK.
Then, here's my-
Ambassador Nuu.¡¡o lcontinuingJ. With regard to that-
Senator Ruero lcontinuingì. Last question. Anyone who wants to

ans\Mer it. Maybe, General, you could help with this. Did the ad-
ministration seek or receive any input from our NATO allies, ahead
of the President's announcement, 2 weeks ago, about additional
cuts to U.S. strategic nuclear arsenal, beyond the limits imposed of
New START? Did we talk to our NATO allies about it? And, if we
did, what was their reaction?
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General Lutn. Yes, Senator, I am not aware of that. I am obvr-
ously not following that issue at that time. I can investigate this
and come back to you.

[The information requested of Ambassador Nuland by Senator
Rubio follows:l

Following the 2010 Nuclear Posture Review, the President directed his national
seiurity teãm to conducl further analysis and review ofthe U.S. nuclear force struc-
ture and posture. The results ofthis analysis were announced during the President's
speech in Berlin in Jr.rne 2013, including his conlmitment to continued consultations
with allies. The speech has been welconred by our European allies and partners, as
well as our key Asian allies. The United States regularly consults with our NATO
allies about our commitment to further nuclear ¡eductions and to maintain a safe,
secure, and effective nuclear deterrent. Any chanqes in NATO's nuclear posture
must be decided jointly by the alliance. This'ongoin! dialogue with NATO iriformed
the analysis conducted by the United States and announced by the President in Ber-
1in.

Senator Munpnv. Thank you, Senator Rubio.
Thank you very much for answering all of our questions. You

have all acquitted yourselves very well. You all have had such im-
pressive careers, and I am just so appreciative of the fact that you
are ready to stand up for this Nation in a new capability. Con-
gratulations on your nomination. And we look forward to your con-
firmation.

This hearing stands adjourned.
lWhereupon, at 4:25 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.J

Aoorrrox¡r, Quasrroxs AND ANSwERS SUBMTITED FoR THE RECoRD

RnspoNses"iy'$iilHHbH".f 
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QuesLion. Ðo you see the proposals put forward by the new Cyprus Governnrent
involving Famagusta as helþful in regenerating the efforts to resolve the political
situation on the island?

Answer. We would support any agreement on Famagusta that is mutually accept-
able to both parties. This issue underscores the need for a comprehensive settlement
reunifuing Cyprus as a bizonal, bicommunal federation. We firmly believe that a
mutually acceptable settlement is in the best interests of the people of Cyprus, and
we hope the parties will seize the opportunity to end the tragic division ofthe island
once and for all.

Question. I noted with pleasure the spirit of religious cooperation demonstrated
by the crip of Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew, the spiritual head of 300 million
Orthodox Christians and the world's second-largest Christian Church, to Rome for
the installation of Pope Frarrcis, the head of the largest Christian Church. Catholi-
cism. Historically. the Ecunrenical Patriarch and Pope were both bishops in the
same undivided Christian church until the year 1054. This trip marked the first
such recognition between the two churches that has occurred in nearly 1,000 years
and is a great tribute to the ecumenical spirit ofboth religious leaders.

. Can you share with the committee what you plan to do in working with Turkish
Government officials to push for full religious freedom for the Ecumenical Patri-
a¡chate in Turkey?

Answer. The United States recognizes the ecumenical status of the Patriarchate,
which is a part of the rich trâdition of religious diversity in Tulkey. As such, the
United States fully supports efforts to reopen Halki Seminary, a vital institution of
spiritual learning for Orthodox Christians around the world, as a symbol of rhe
Turkish Government's commitment to ensure full religious freedom for a.ll, including
religious minorities. The Turkish Government's return of property surrounding the
Senrinary to the Church earlier this year was a positive step. If confirmed, I will
continue to urge the T\rrkish Government to demonstrate its respect for religious
freedom by working cooperatively with the Patriarchate to overcome legislative and
political impediments hindering the reopening of this revered religious institution
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and to resolve matters of importance to Orthodox Christians and other religious
minorities in Turkey.

Question. Recent reports indicate that lhere may be good reason to question
lvhether there's been mismanâgement at the Holocaust Claims Conferencè. What
steps has the U.S. Government taken to investigate whether $57 million has been
lost to fraud and what are we doing about it?

Answer. In late 2009, suspecting fraudulent internal activity, the Conference on
Jewish Material Claims Against Germany ("the Claims Conference") retained out-
side counsel to conduct an independent investigation. The Claims Conference then
presented evidence derived from this investigation to the FBI and the office of the
U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York, which then launched an inves-
tigation into the fraud.

In NIay of this year, the Clainrs Conference's former Director of Hardship and
Article 2 Funds, Semen Domnitser, and two coconspirators were convicted in fèderal
court on charges of mail fraud and conspiracy to commit mail fraud. T\¡¡enty-eight
others had aheady pleaded guilty. No Holocaust victinrs were deprived of any fuñds
because of those crimes. Afler uncovering the fraud, the Claims Conference took
steps to prevent its recurrence. It engaged Deloitæ to conduct an independent
review of all processing procedi¡res and subsequentiy revamped them. Deloitte has
plepared a report with preventative recommendations, inCluding how to install
appropriate safeguards, and the Claims Conference is currently in the process of
implementing them. The Claims Conference also reviewed thousands of files, one
câse at a time, to identi$r fraudulent applications and instituted a process to obtain
restitution. Whenever it cam.e upon documents confirming Í|aud, the Claims Con-
ference suspended improper payments and sought restitution. Legitinrately eligible
claimants, however, continued to be paid.

These losses to fraud must be measured against the overall accomplishment of the
Claims ColfereÌrce, a nongovernmental orgànìzation that since 1951 has sought a
measure of justice for Holocaust survivors through negotiations with the Geiman
Governnrent in order to provide payments both dfuectly to individual survivors and
grânts to social welfare organizations serving survivors. As a result ofthese negotia-
tions, the German Government has paid more than 560 billion in indenrnification
ibr suffering and losses resulting from Nazi persecution. Claims Conference negotia-
tions have also resulted in the disbursement of additional funds from German and
Aust:ian indlstry,as well as from the Austrian Government. In May of this year
the Federal Republlc of Germany committed to providing approximately g1 billion
over a 4-year period for home care for Jewish tlolocaust við[ims, with-the annual
amount increasing every year through 201?.

Questinn.. In recent weeks Transnistrian authorities have acted to increase the
security along their line of control to make it resemble an international border. Has
the U.S. position on Moldovan sovereignty over Transnistria changed? If not what
diplomatic actions have we undertakeñ to address this change in-the status quo?

Answer. The United States strongly supports a peaceful and sustainable nego-
tlated resolution of the Tlansnistria conflicL through a settlement that orovrdes a
special status flor Transnistriâ within Moldova's soriereign borders. The aäministra-
tion has underscored to both sides the importance of continuing to engage, com-
promise, and work toward a comprehensive settlenent thr.ough thé OSC!.jlsõonsored
5+2 process. The administration has also called on both sides to refrain from any
unilateral action that might impede the process or undermine confidence in the ne-
gotiations. The State Department will continue to raise these points ând concerns
with authorities in Chisinau and Tiraspol and work with its partners in the region
to ampliff this same nressâge.

Questíon. President Obama has identified genocide prevention as â rrcore national
security interest and core motal responsibility' of the United States. What role does
genocide recognitiorr play in combating future incidents of genocide? Do you have
a personal view on U.S. recognition ofthe Armenian genocidel

Answer. The U.S. Government clearly acknowledges as historical fact and mourns
that 1.5 million Armenians were massacred or marched to lheir deaths in the final
days of the Ottoman Empire. These horriñc events resulted in one of the worst
atrocities of the 20th century, and the United States recognizes that the_y remain
4 B1eat s-ource of pâin,for the people of Armenia and of Armenian descenti, as they
do for all of us who share basic universal values. As the President emphasized iir
his April 24 Remembrance Day statements, the achievement of a full,-frank, and
just acknowledgement of the facts of what occurred in 1915 is in all our interests.
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If confirmed, my duty would be to represent the policies of the President and
administration faithfully, and to work with our allies and partners in Europe to
make sure that such dark chapters of history are not repeated.

Qtrcstíott. The United States continues to support the democratic and economic
development of Georgia-both through strong levels of economic assistance and a
second Nlillennium Challenge Corporation compact with that country. What efforts
are being made to ensure that U.S. assistance reaches all communities and regions
in Georgia equally, including the impoverished region of Samtskh+Javakheti, which
is predominantly populated by Armenians?

Answer. U.S. Government assistance in Georgia supports democratic and eco-
nomic development throug'hout the country, and this includes the Samtskhe-
Javakheti region. Over the past 6 years, the U.S. Government has provided over
$240 million in assistance projects in Samtskhe-Javakheti, including through the
ùIilienium Challenge Corporation (MCC). These assistance projeets have ranged
from rehabilitating public hospitals, helping farmers bring crops to market, fos-
tering economic development, supporting civil society, and giving voice to the ethnic
minority communities.

Rpsponses oF VlcronrA Nule¡l ro QUESTToNS SueMnrgo sv
Spueron Roeeer P. C¡spv, Jn.

Queslíon. After a meeting with Foreign lVlinister Kasoulides, Secretary Kerry
stated, "We also look forward to working with the Foreign Minister and with Presi-
dent Anastasiades and others to try to move Cyprus forward on one of the worlds
frozen conflicts. The United States supports a bizonal, bicommunal federation. We
would like to see us unfreeze this conflict and be able to move to a resolution."

. What is your assessment of the most effective way to unfreeze the Cyprus-
Turkey conflict?

. Do you view the potential for gas exploration in Cyprus's exclusive economic
zone as beneficial or harmful to the efforts to solve the countq/s political prob-
lem?

Answer. As I noted during the hearing, I believe that we have a real chance to
capitalize on changing attitudes and circumstances to help address the 4O-year-old
division of Cyprus. A comprehensive settlement reunifying Cyprus as a bizonal,
bicommunal federation will benefit the people of Cyprus and help strengthen
regional stability by facilitating normalization of relations between Cyprus an<I
Turkey. The Greek Cypriot and Turkish Cypriot leaders have confirmed their inten-
tion to resume the settlement process in October, and T\rrkey has also expressed
its support for the settlement process. If confirmed, I wili work both publicly and
privately with the parties and with the United Nations to encourage a settlement.

The development of offshore energ'y resources should be a positive incentive for
the parties to work toward a comprehensive settlement. We continue to believe that,
in the context oÊ an overall settlement, the islands resources should be equitably
shared hetxeen hoth conrmunities.

Questíon. Ecumenical Patriarchate.-I noted the spirit of religious cooperation
demonstrated by the trip of Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew, the spiritual head
of Orthodox Christians, to Rome for the installation of Pope Francis. This trip
marked the first such recognition between the two churches that has occurred in
nearly 1,000 years and is a great tribute to the ecunenical spirit of both religious
leaders.

. What do you plan to do to push for full religious freedon for the Ecumenical
Patriarchate?

Answer. The United States recognizes the ecumenical status of the Patriarchate,
which is a part of the rich tradition of religious diversity in Turkey. As such, the
United States fully supports efforts to reopen Halki Seminary, a vital institution of
spiritual learning for Orthodox Christians around the world, as a symbol of the
Turkish Governmenfs commitment to ensure full religious freedom for all, including
religious minorities.

The Turkish Governmenf's return of property surrounding the Seminary to the
Church earlier this year was a positive step. If confirmed, I will continue to encour-
age the resolution of legislative and political impediments that are himlering the
reopening of this important religious institution.
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REspoNsEs oF VrcroRrA NULANÐ To QuESTroNs SueNrrn,uu
sv SeNeroR Jetrss E. Rtscn

Question. There has treen speculation about a third trial of Khodorkovsky.
Russia's longest serving politicaf prisoner. Wlat would be the inrplications for ciriil
society and the democratic opposition in Russia ifa third trial were pursued? Wlat
can be done by the United States or others to ensure l{rodorkovsky is released as
scherlule¡l nexi vear?

Answer. The ilussir.r Government cannot nurture a modern economv without also
developing an in4ependent jqd-iciary that ensures equal treatment u-nder the law,
advances justice in a predictable and fair way, and sèrves as an instrunent for fur-
thering economic growth.

The United States supports the rights of all Russians to exercise their Êreedoms
of expression and assembly, regardless of their political views. These rights are
enshl'ined in the Russian Constitution as well as in international agreetñents to
which Russia is a party.

If confirmed, I will continue to express our concerns to Russia both publiclv and
privately about the Khodorkovsky ôase, selective prosecutions, and the coriosive
effect on society when the rule oflaw is undermined-by political considerations.

Question. It appears U.S. poiicy toward Central and Eastern Europe has lacked
focus and this has contributed to the ba4sliding on economic and political develop-
ments you referenced in your testimony. What aie your thoughts orì how to fix fti¡?

Answer. The countries of Central and Eastern Europe are, with one exception,
strong allies and valued partners of the United States ihat have made critical con-
tributions to NATO and have worked with us on other shared priorities around the
r,vorld. If confirmed, I will seek to intensifu our already active^dialogue with these
countries to advance our comnton interests on a broad range of security, economic,
global and law enforcement issues.

Alt.hough we share with the people of the region a commitment to fundamental
democratic values alrd human rights, we have Concerns that some countries in the
reg'ion have weakened the institutional checks and balances that are essential to
democratic governance. We ale honest with our friends about our concerns, both
bilaterally and in venues such as the Organization for Securit.y and Cooperation in
Europe, and work with them to address these issues. Ifconfirmed, I will-also make
it a priority to work actively with individuals and organizations in these countries
w-ho are striving to strengthen democratic institutions, civil protections, and the rule
ofl law.

Belarus is an exception. In dealing with the Goverrrment of Belams, we will con-
linue to impose sgnctions until the government releases all political prisoners ånd
creâ.tes space for democracy.

Questíon. After decades of studied neutralit_y, the newlv elected Government of
Cyprus has d^ecided to adopt a,mole prowesterú foreign policy, including by seeking
to join NATO's Partnership for Peace (PfP). Anrong other things. adniission oi
Cyprus to the PfP would end the anomaly that CypruÀ is presently the only signifi-
cÀrit corrntrv in EuroÞe or Central Asia (äther tnän Kosovir) that 6elongs tó neither
NATO nor ftr" PtP. '

' Does the Obama administration support Cyprus's aspiration to join the PfP? If
confirmed as Assistant Secretary, foi Duropèan Affairs, will you wor.k Lo help
Cyprus gain admission to the PfP?

Answer. The Uniied States has long supported Cyprus's aspiration to join the
Partnership for Peace (PfP) Program. Sincè its starf in 1994, ihe Partneiship for
Peace Program has been arr important NATO tool seeking to promote reform,
increase stabi.lity, diminish threats_ to pegcg:.4lld strengtheniecurìty relationships
bebween individual Partner countries ánd NATO, as wãll as among"Partner coun-
tries.

If confirmed, I will continue to work Êor Cyprus' inclusion in the PfP.

Queslíon. As you know, Cyprus has discovered significant offshore gas reserves
which couÌd provide a future revenue stream for the country, and could create the
basis for energy cooperation with Israel. Expeditious develoþment of this resource,
pursuant to international law, could substantially inrprove Cyprus's economic devel-
opment and potentially act as a unifying factor in the-easternMediterranean.

. Does the United States support the right of Cyprus to develop this resource?
Answer. The United States recognizes Cyprus' úght to develop hydrocarbons

resources in its Exclusive Economic Zone(EB,Z). We cõntinue to beli-eve'that, in the
con¡ext of an overall settlement, the island's resources should be equitably shared
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between both conmunities. And, that the development of offshore energy resoutces
should be a positive incentive for the parties to work toward a comprehensive settle-
ment.

Quzstíon. The stalied negotiations between A"rmenia and Azerbaijan over
Nagorno-Karabakh continue to threaten the security and stability of the South
Caucasus. It is even more concerning to see ihe Unitecl States, one of the cochairs
to the Minsk Group. disengage frorn-the region. Contrary to the passive U.S. role
in the negotiations, Russia is very actively engaged. Former Russian President
Dmitry Mèdvedev personally invested substantial political capital on advancing
Russian interests in the South Caucasus vis-a-vis bhe Nagorno-Karat¡akh conflict.
There is concern about a larger Russian military presence in the region, in the
absence of U.S. engagement.

o Whal actions should the United States tâke to move the stalled negotiations
forward?

Answer. As cochair of the OSCE Nlinsk Group, along with France and Russia, the
United States plays a major leadership role in helping the sides find a peaceful solu-
tion to the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. lf confirmed, I will make this a priority. I
will wolk with the sides, at the highest levels, to help them overconre the current
impasse, and involve Secretary Kerry and the President, as appropriate, in our
diplonracy. We will also continue to encourage near term confidence building meas-
ures that the sides can take to minimize the danger of incidents on the line of con-
trol and other actions that could take the process backward.

We will continue to stress that the parties themselves must ñnd the political will
to make the difficult decisions that a peaceful settlement requires. Any durable solu-
tion will require conrpromise Íìom all sides. On June 18, Presidents Obama. Putin.
and Hollande expressed their regret for the recent lack of progress, and called on
the sides to recommit to the Helsinki principles, particularly those relating to the
nonuse offol'ce or the threat offorce, territorial integrity, and equal rights and self-
determination of peoples. We will also continue to êmphasize fhat it is vital that
the sides prepâre their peopie for peace, not war, and avoid actions and rhetoric
that could raise tensions or damage the peace process.

Raspoxse oF DouGLAs E. LurE To
BY SENATOR J¡ueS E

Ques'rrou SueN{rrrer
. RrscH

Question. As the Senate considers your nomination, we need to fully understand
your views on what is arguably the nlost important arms control regime concerning
the stability and security of our NATO allies-the Intermediate-Range Nuclear
Forces (INF) Treaty. This agreement prohibits the production or flight testing of all
ground-launched ballistic and cruise missiles with range capabilities between 500
ãnd 5,500 kilometers, thereby promoting stability on the Europearr Continent. As
you are undoubtedly aware, however, Russian officials have made statements about
the viability of the Tleaty. For instance, on June 21,2013, the Russian Presidential
Chief of Staff stated that the INF Treatv "cannot exist endlesslv." Such statements
obviously are cause for concern. I beliöve it would be helpfuÍ to hear your own
perspective.

¡ Could you please provide your views on the importance of preserving the INF
treaty over the next decade, including the impact of doing so on stability in
Eulope?

r Further, could you provide the administration's current policy for information
and intelligence sharing with our NATO allied relating to conrpliance and
verification issues associated with che INF and other treaties of importance to
NATO?

. Finally. can you assure the committee that our NATO allies have been fully and
completely informed of all compliance and certiñcation issues associated with
the INF and other treaties?

Answer. The INF Treaty remains a significant achievement in nuclear arms
control that contributes greatly to peace and security on the European Contiuent.
It was the first arms control treaty to result in the elimination of an entire class
of weaponry. It remains a vital element of the security architecture in the Euro-
Atlantic region. Accordingly, it is critical that this treaty be preserved. The Russian
Federation remains a party to the treaty and has not conrmunicated to the United
States an intention to withdraw from it. The reintroduction of INF class ground-
launched missiles would destabilize and threaten the peace and security in Europe
that the INF Treaty has helped ensure for over 25 years.
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I want to reâssure you that the administration is contmitted to maintainine a full
and robust dialogue with NATO allies on the range of conrmon security is-õues of
concern, including those related to Russia. In fact. all allies sharc information bear-
ing on our.comnron security concerns. ,ln addition. the administration regularly
consults with allies on security and stability issues, at everli level. For flurthei infoi-
mation on these topics, we would be happy to briefyou in a'classified setting.

If confìrmed, I personally commit both to representing these and all other Amer-
ican interests in NATO and to working with ihe Congrèss on these critical issues.

The administration is conlmitted to workinq to seizò the opportunities beÊore us
to revitalize.and deepen our ties rvith Europe.'We look florwarã'to working with you
on these and other important issues.

Rnspor.¡ses oF VtcroRiA Nur¿Nt ro QuEsTroNS SusrulrrB¡
ev SsNaroR CnnrsropHnn A. CooNs

Question. If you are confirmed, how will .you approach the challenges in Cvprus?
What role do vou think the United StateÀ can-ólav in supportins-Cvnrus-in its
efforts to end'the division of the island? How ão-you thirik eas" ex"ploration in
Cyprus'Exclusive Economic Zone will irnpact the politicai situatioä?

Answer. The U.S. Government is not a parlicipant in the negotiations, but we
have offered to provide any help that both sides wbuld find usefu-i. The administra-
tion wi.ll support the settlemenf process under U.N. auspices, which aims at achiev-
ing a bizonal. bicommunal federãtion, with political equality as stipuJated in past
Uñited Nations Security Council Resolutions-. As a frieìrd tó the pe'ople of Cvprus,
the administratíon will-continue to urge the leîders of both commïniiies to eTgage
constructively in the settlement procesè as the best way to reach an agreement.-Tñe
administration will also engage Turkey alrd Greece to encourage recoiciliation and
reunification.
. The deveiopmer_rt of offshore energ'y resources should be a positive incentive for

the parties to work toward a comprehensive settlement. We coritinue to believe that,
in the context of an overall settlement, the island's resources should be equitably
sharetl between both communities.

Questíon. During your hearing you spoke at length about your concerns over
human rights issues in Russia. Were _you to be coniirmed, how would vou advise
Members ôf Congress to approach our'Russian Duma counterparts, with a view to
seek changes to Russian legislation, such as the antigay prõpaganda bill? What
would you do in your new role to support LGBT rights more broadly?

Answe¡. ?he administrafion has raised concerns about this leeislation and other
new laws negatively affecting civil society with Russian Governñ-rent officials, both
publicly and privately. If confirmed, I would encourage Mentbers of Congress to do
the same with their counterparts in the Russian Duma. The administrãtion regu-
larly supports congressional delegations vìsiting their Russian colleaeues. [nt'er-
actions of this kind provide an opþortunity to urge Russia to honor itJobligations
and commitments rvith reopect to fi'ocdomc of cxprcooion. acsociation, and ass-emblv.

Throughout my ,ìareer, Ihave been an ardent Àupporter of LGBT rights, includirig
most recently,as State Departnrent spokesperson when I spoke oui regularly on
thcsc issucc. If confirmcd. I will work with our like-minded pal-tners in all-Dur-obean
countries and multilateral fora to protect the rights of LGBT individuals.

Rnspo¡sps or VrcronrA Nu¡,,+¡n ro
BY SENATOR MARCO

QunsrioNs
Rusro

Suaurtt¡¡t

- Q1rygtign. What strategic goals does the President expect to accomplish in Europe
by 2016?

Answer. Europe is our partner in everything we do around the world and as I said
in_my testimony, this administration's first task with our European allies is to revi-
talizè the foundations ofl our global leadership and our denrocl.åtic, fuee market way
of life. We need growth and jobs on both sides of the Atlantic. The Tlans-Atlantii
Trade and Investment Partnership (T-TIP) that the United States and European
Union began negotiating last week with the EU couid support hundreds ofl tihou-
sands of additional jobs and strengthen oul' internationãl competitiveness. But
T-TIP is about more than our economic underpinnings. T-TIP is also a political and
strategic irrvestment in our shared future and our effectiveness as globál leaders in
the 21st century.
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We must also focus on the unfinished work within Europe. Today, there is a real
chance to capitalize on changing attitudes and circumstances to address the 40-year-
old division of Cyprus. Kosovo and Serbia have made important commitments
toward long-term reconciliation, thanks to the good offices of EU High Representa-
tive Ashton. And the United States cannot break faith with other members of our
European and Eurasian family who have been trapped for too long in frozen con-
flicts and territorial disputes.

Together, the United States and Europe must also do more to deflend the uni-
versal values that bind us. While all states in the EUR regiorì hold elections and
nrost have democratic constitutions, the quality of democracy and the rule of law
in Europe and Eurasia is graveìy urÌeven, and in some key places, the trends are
moving ìn the wrong direction. loo many citizens do not feel safe criticizing their
governments, running for office or advancing a vibrant civil society. In too many
places, press freedom is stifled, courts are rigged and governments put their thumbs
õn the écales ofjustice. If, as a transatlantii community, we aspirè to support and
mentor other nations who want to live in justice, peace, and freedom, we must be
equally vigilant about completing that process in our own space.

The United States and Europe nrust also continue to work together beyond our
shores to advance security, stability, justice, and flreedom. Our investment together
in a safe. developing, democratic Afghanistan is just one example. As we look to
future demands on our great alliance-and they will conre-we nrust t¡uild on that
experience, not allow it to atrophy. In these difÍìcult budget times. that will require
working even hardel' to get more defense bang for our buck, euro, pound, krone, and
zloty with increased pooling, sharing. and partnering to ensure NATO remains the
world's prenrier defense alliance and a capab.le coordinator of global security mis-
sions. when reouired.

America's woirk *ith European partners and the European Union ¿cross Africa,
in Asia, on climate and on so many other global challenges must also continue.
Toilay, the nlost urgent focus of common effort should be in Europe's own backyard
and an area of vital interest to us all: the broader Middle East and North Afüca.
From Libya, to Tunisia, to Egypt, to Lebanon, to Iran, to Syria, to our work in sup-
port of lVliddle East peace, the United States and Europe are strongest when we
share the risk, the responsibility, and in rnany cases, the financial burden of pro-
moting positive change.

When this administration can, it must also work effectively with Russia to solve
global problems. With respect to Iran, DPRK policy, Afghanistan, counterterrorism
and nuclear arms control and nonproliferation, we have seen important progress in
the past 4 years, and the President is looking for opportunities to take oür coopera-
tion to the next level. However, we must also continue to be frank when we disagree
with Russian policy, whether it's with regard to v/eapons sales to the Assad regime
in Syria or the treatment of NGOs, civil society, and political activists or journalists
inside Russia.

Finally, the United States must be attentive to the fast changing energy land-
scape of Europe and Eurasia, and the opportunities and challenges that brings. We
welcome these developments and rreed to ensure U.S. companies continue to play
a leading role in this dynamic market.

As the President said in Berlin last month, "our relationship with Europe remains
the cornerstone of our own fi'eedom and security. "Europe is our partnei in every-
thing we do , . and our relationship is rooted in the enduring bonds . . lofl .

our comnìolr values.'' In every decade since World War II those bonds have been
tesæd, challenged, and in some quarters, doubted. ln every decade, we have rolled
up our sleeves with our European allies and partners and beat the odds. These
times of tight money, unfinished business at home and competing priorities abroad
are as important as any we have faced.

If confirmed, I pledge to seize the opportunities before us to revitalize and deepen
our ties with Europe, and to ensure we continue to have the will, the trust, and
the capability to advance our shared security and prosperity and to meet our many
global challenges together.

Question. Please explain how the administration is ensuring that growing atten-
tion to the Asi¿r-Pacifið regiôn does not come at the expense of security commitments
in Eulope, the lVliddle Easr, and South Asia?

Answer. The administratiorls plan to "rebalance" our global posture to âugment
our focus on the Asia-Paciflrc region does not diminish our close and continuing part-
nerships with European and other allies. Reductions in U.S.-stationed forces in
Europe will not impede our ability to fulfill our article 5 or other enduring security
commitments to allies and partners. Rather, changes to U.S. iorce posture in
Europe-such as deployment of missile defense assets to Europe and an aviation
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detachment to Poland; steps to enhance our special Õperations capability; invest-
ment in shared NATO capabilities like Alliance Grounil Surveillanèe (AGS) and a
revitalized NATO Responsè Force-will yield a capable, more modern U.S. presence
in Europe that will enable us to partner with Europeans and other allies oniegional
and global security operations. build partner capacity. and respond to future còntin-
gencies. Even after the cuts are implenìented, over 60,000 U.S. servicemembers will
remain in Europe, supporting our defense comnritments to our allies and U.S.,
NATO-led, and coalition operations globalIy. lVe will maintain two brigade combat
teams in Europe as part of a large, permanent military footprint, one of the largcst
nlilitary footprints outside the United States.

NATO will remain the cornerstone of transatlantic securitv. and our European
allies-NAT0 allies in particular-are our partners of first rósort for dealing ^with
the full range of global security concerns.

Questíon. There is significant concern in the Senate about the administration's
potential interest to conduct further nuclear reductions outside of a formal treaty
process. If confirmed, how would you intend to keep the Senate informed about dis-
cussions with t.he Russians on this issue?

Answe¡. The admir-ristration is committed to continuing its consultations with
Congress on arms-control-related issues..

Last month the President said in Berlin that he intends to seek ful'ther negotiated
reductions with Russia. The administration has just begun to have conveisations
with the Russians about how this might proceed, so it is very eariv to know their
level of interest and what might be poÀsible. Clearly anything-we do nrust be rooted
firmly in our own national interests and must meet the natìonal security needs of
the Anrerican People.

If confirmed, I would look forward to working closely with the Senate on these
issues as they would relate to my responsibilities for the bilateral relationship with
Russia. I have the utmost respect for the Senate's prerogatives and responsibilities
with regard to these issues.

Questiotz. What is the administration's assessment of civil freedoms and govern-
ment tranìsparency in Russia? What factors âre most threatening to the dèvelop-
ment of independent civil society in Rrrssia? How has the envirónnrent in whidh
independent civil society operate in Russia changed over tho laat 4 years? Is there
more or less space for them to operate freely?

Answer. The administration is concerned about the sharply negative trends in
democracy and human rights in Russia. particularlv the shiinking space available
for Russian civil societv. In the wake of lhe mass public protests that followed par-
liamentary elections in"20ll, the Russian Governmãnt haÄ adopted a series ofmeas-
ures aimed at restricting the workings oflcivil societv and limiting avenues for pub-
lic expressions of disseñt. These inc'fude laws incrdasing fìnes fõr public protèsts,
restricting the funding of nongovernmentål organizations, recriminaliziñg libel,
expanding the defini,tion of treason. and curbing the rights of members of minority
groups. A number of activists, human rights defenders, and opposition leaders are
facing charges and prison in what appeâr to be politically mótivated cases, \ryhile
civil society orgarrizations like election monitor Golos face steep fìnes, criminal pros-
ecution. and the suspension oftheir activities under the "foreign agent" law.

The adnrinistration continues to believe that political pluràlism, democratic
accorrntahility, and respect. for hlman rights anrf rule of-law are the keys to
unlockìng Russia's enormous potential. We will continue in public ând private to
urge Ruðsia to reverse the nêgative democratic trends. If coifirmed as'Assistant
Secretary oi'State. I will make it a priority to support the work of those Russians
that strive to create a more free, nrodern, and democratic country.

Qtrcstiorz. Does the administration have the tools necessary to continue to help
ind-ependent civil society organizations in Russia?

Answer. As you are aware, at the request of the Russian Government, USAID
closed its mission as of October l, 2012. The Russian Gove¡nment has also enacted
a series of laws in the last year that restrict cooperation between Russian non-
governmental organizations and foreign partners. I regret the decision of the Rus-
sian Governmerrt to end USAID's operãtions and am concerned by its actions
against NGOs in recent months.

While these actions have changed how we work with Russian NGOs, the adminis-
trâtion remailrs comnritted to supporting the developmen¿ of civil society in Russia
and to fostering links between Russiañ and Amerícan civil societv. The tools we
have include people-to-people ties and exchanges, public diplomacy outreach, and
the activities of the Bilateral Presidential Commission. The administration also
raises its concerns about restrictions on civil society with Russian officials, both
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publicly and privately. If confirmed, I will keep Congtess informed of efforts to
enhance these links, and I look forward to consulting with Congress as we develop
new tools to support the aspirations of Russian civil society.

Questíon. What is the administ¡ation's assessment of the prosecution in Georgia
of offìcials fro¡n the previous government? What is the status of the rule of law and
due process in Georgia?

Answer. We are closely following the criminal cases involving offrcials from the
previous government in Georgia. Embassy Tbilisi personlel observe courtroom pro-
ceedings, and meet regularly with international monitors from the OSCE's Office for
Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR) and with representatives of
both the Office of the Chief Prosecutor and the defendants. We continue to urge
Georgia to conduct prosecutions with fulI respect for the rule of law while avoiding
the perception or reality of political retribution. The cases are ongoing, and we will
continue to watch them closely with these criteria in mind.

Question. Does the administration plan to review U.S. civilian assistance pro
grams in Georgia in light of ongoing political developments in the counlry? If so,
how?

Ansrver. U.S. assistance is an important means for us to achieve our foreign policy
goals in Georgia, and a significant portion supports progrâms that strengthen the
rule of law, civil society, and democratic institutions. We regularly monitor and
review our foreign assistance programs in every country, including Georgia, in order
to ensure their effectiveness, alignment with our foreign policy goals, and respon-
siveness to changing events on the ground.

If confirmed, I will keep a close watch on assistance to Georgia to ensure it sup-
ports that country's democratic developnent and the mle of law.

Question. What is the administration's position on lhe popular protests that broke
out in Turkev in late l\lay and on the Turkish Government's response? How is this
likely to affect United States-Turkey relations and the regional picture?

Answer. We continue to monitor developments in Turkey closely. As we have stat-
ed repeatedly, as Turkey's friend and NATO ally, we a.re concerned about the exces-
sive use of force by police in several instances, endorse calls for a full investigation,
and welcome efforte to calm the situation through an inclusive political dialogue.
The United States supports full freedom of expression and assembly, including the
right to peaceful protest, as fundamental to any democracy. If conñrmed, I will con-
tinue to urge T\ukey to strengthen its constitutional and legal protections ofhuman
and civil rights.

Qtæstion. What practicai steps could the administration take to work with Turk-
ish authorities in order to meaningfully reduce their interference with the Ecumeni-
cal Patriarchate in Turkey, including full freedom to choose its leadership?

Answer. The United States supports the Ecumenical Patdarchate's right to choose
its own Patriarch and its efforts to obtain citizenship for Greek Orthodox
Metropolitans, as well as gain recognition of the Patriarch's ecumenical status from
the Turkish C'overnment. We will continue to urge the T\rrkish Government to dem-
onstrate its respect for religìous freedom by working cooperatively with the Patri-
archate to resolve these and other matters of importance to Orthodox Christians
and other religious minorities in Turkey.

Questíon. Secretary Kerry expressed an interest in helping resolve the Cyprus
problem. What are some of the ways the Secretary can do so in practical terms?

Answer. The U.S. Government is not a participant in the negotiations, but we
have offered to provide any help that both sides would find useful. We will support
the settlement process under U.N. auspices, which aims at achieving a bizonal,
bicommunal federation, with political equality as stipuiated in past United Nations
Security Council Resolutions. As a friend to the people of Cyprus, we wili continue
to urge the leaders of both communities to engage constructively in the settlement
process as the best way to reach an agreement. We will also use our relationship
with Turkey and with Greece to encourage reconciliation and rer.rnification.

Ifconfirmed, I will work with Secretary Kerry to look for oppoltunities to support
the reunification talks through. his personal diplomacy and travel.

Questínn. It is troubling to hear lranian officials' aggressive rhetoric on Azer-
baijan, including discussions at the Iranian Parliament questioning Azerbaijan's ter-
ritorial integrity. How is the administration working with our Azeri partners to
counter Iran's growing threats to the region?
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Answer. The United States and Azerbaijan have clear, shared interests in t¡uild-
ing regional security, diversifoing energy supplies, pursuing democratic and eco-
-^-ì^ .-f^--." ^^*1,-¡i-- i-*^,;.* ^-.1 -+^*-.;-* *he florv of illcgal narcotics and;;;ñ;; ;¡ ñ* ä'".iiìiJriåí.'ni;"ð.;;;""î;;;"åÊ"¡"",buij.,-' n^" ñlov"¿-än.i*po,"-
tant-role in enforcing international sanctions against lran. "

U.S. and Azerbaijani security cooperation is focuse<l on a number of relevant
is-sues inclu-ding: Caspia! maritime domain awareness, border security, combating
illegal trafficking, and NATO interoperabilir.v. We convene the U.S.-Azerbaijañ
Security Dialoguè each year to review frog'ress]raise important bilateral issues, änd
pursue additional areas of cooperation. Wé also work with Azerbaijan on counterter-
rorism, ald continue to support Azerbaijan's independence by còoperating closely
with Azerbaijan to diversifu energy routes and resources for Euiopean markéts.

RESeoNSES oF DoucLAS E. Lurp ro QuESTloNs Suervnrrnt
BY SENAToR MaRco RtIeTo

Qtrcslíott. Given your role in ovelseeing Afghanistan policy at the White House
si,nce 2007, what is your vierv about the appropriate role fol NATO in Afghanistan
aft,er 2O74?

Answer. At the end of20L4, the Afghan forces will be fully responsible for securitv
across the country, having already a-ssumed the lead for säcurity countrwvide with
the June t8 announcement of the 'Mid-2013 Milestone." As agreed at the Chicago
summit, thg--ngw NATO mission after 2014 will train, advise, a"nd assist the Afg'hän
forces. It will be a narrowly focused, noncombat mission. sieïificantlv smallerihan
the current International Sêcurity Assistance Force (ISAF) riission. Ñ¡t0's ongoing
planning calls for a "limited regional approach" to cover the army corps and õolicõ
regions, and also focuses on national institutions, including the decurity miniàtries
and main training facilities.

Quy:stion. I'm concerned about reports that the President may decide to not leave
any U.S. fo¡-cgs ¡4 $fghanistan after 2014. What are your thoughts on the appro-
priate post-2O14 U.S. presence?

Answer. The Preeident is still rcvicwing {r rrnge ofoptions from his national secu-
rity team with respect to troop numbers and has not niade a decision about the size
of a U.S. milibary presence a{ter 2014. The President has made clear that--based
on an invitation from the Afghan Government-the United States is prepared tcr
contribute to NATO's train-advise-assist mission and also sustain a U.S.-coùnterter-
rorism capability. A number of factors will define the U.S. contr-ibution beyond 2014,
including progress in our core goal to defeat al-Qaeda, progress with the Afghan
National Security Forces (ANSFI, the Afghan poliiical träns-ítion, the potentiaì flor
Afghan-led peace talks, regional dvnamics, and completion of a U.S.-ATehan Bilat-
eral Security Agreement (BSA) and a NATO-Afghan Status of Forcesaqreement
(SOFA). We've made significant progress on the text of a BSA. which is-required
for us to retain [I.S. troops in Afghanistan.

Q-ues.Lion. I've als_o been troubled, by the administration's recent decision to appar-
ently drop several key conditions before agleeing to talk to the Taliban. What role
did you play in the formulation of U.S. policy on this issue and what is your assess-
ment of the likelihood that such talks will further our goal of, a stable democratic
Afghanistan that respects the rights of women and minoäties?

Answer. As we have long said, and as President Obama and President Karzai
reaffirmed together in January, as â part of the outcome of any negotiations, the
Ta.liban and other armed opposition groups must break ties wiih al-Qaeda, end the
violence, and accept Afghanistan's Cónstitution including its protections for women
and minorities. There is no purely military solution to tlie Afghan conflict. The sur-
est way to a stable. unified Afghanistan is for Aflghans to talk to Afghans. We have
called on the Taliban to come to the table to talk to the Afehan Government about
peace and reconciliation. Our goal remains for Afghans to- be talkinq to Afshans
about how they can end the violènce, move forward,ãnd rebuild their cõuntry,lhile
protecting the progress made over the past decade.

Qlestíon. What are your views on Russia's behavior in Europe and what measures
NATO can take to reassure our allies in Central and Eastern Europe, particularly
the Baltic countries, about our contmilment to their security?

Answer. The United States has made clear publicly that Europe-including Rus-
sia-remains a key partner in meeting 21st century security challenges throughout
the world. NATO and Russia disagree on a number of important isiues-Geórgia,
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Syria, and missile defense âre anìong them-but we also have some areas of com-
mon concern, like Afehanistan.

The Lhrited States-is committed to strengthening the NATO alliance, with the cor-
nerstone of NATO being the mutual defense commitment in article 5 of the Wash-
ington Treaty. We have political consultations with all of our NATO allies at every
Ievel, including ministers, on the full range of security issues. Allies also raise con-
cerns about Russian policy directly with Russia in the NATO-Russia Council, where
the United States continues to urge frank political dialogue, including on areas
where NATO and Russia disagree.

The United States is fully capable of and determined to fulfill its article 5 commit-
ments, and will remain so even after our ongoing force posture changes in Europe
are implemented. With respect to the Baltics, one example of our commitmènt to
their security is that we have committed to extending NATO's Baltic Air Poiicing
mission and are working with the Baltic States on their contributions to sustaining
this initiative through host nation support. This nìissiorr exempliflres the spirit of
Smart Defense, which will beconle increasingly importan! as we reconcile NATO's
security requirements with budget realities.

RsspoNsps oF VicronrA Nul¡Nn ro QuEsîIoNs Susrvrrrrs¡
BY SENAToR Jon¡¡ Bannesso

RUSSIAN ADOPTIONS

Questíon. On December 28, 2012, Russian President Vladmir Putin signed into
law a bill ending the intercountry adoptions between the United States and Russia.
The law prevents U.S. citizens from legally adopting Russian children. The Russian
law went into effect on January 1,2013.

On January l,2Ol3, the United States Senate unanimously passed Senate Reso-
lution 628, which voiced disapproval of the Russian law. It also urges Russia to
reconsider the law and prioritize the processing of intercountry adoptions involving
parentless Russian children who were already matched with United States families
before the enactment of the law.

There are numerous families across this Nation who are already in the process
of adopting children from Russia, including a family in Sheridan, WY. According to
the Departnrent of State, there are currently between 500 and 1,000 U.S. families
in various stages of the adoption process.

. Since January 1, 2013, what specific efforts have the U.S. Department of State
made on allowing those Ameriðan families to finalize their pencling adoption of
Russian children?

Answer. The United States deeply regrets Russia's decision to ban the adoption
of Russian children by U S. citizens, restrict Russian civil society organizations
working with U.S. partners. and to terminate the U.S.-Russia Adoption Agreement.
The Department has repeatedly engaged with Russian officials at all levels and
urged them to permit all adoptions ìnitiated prior to the law's enactnent to move
forward on humanitarian grounds.

Despite the Department s continued efforts, Russian officials reiterated in our
April 17 and June 25 U.S.-Russia adoption discussions that they will-only permit
those cases where an adoption ruling was issued before January 7,201,3, to be com-
pleted.
. The Department continues monthly meetings with the Russian Embassy to pro-
vide information regarding the U.S. child welfare syslem and to discuss intercountry
adoption matters. The Department also continues to correspond with families that
have reached out to the Department on broad and case-specific issues and to hold
conference cails for families.

. If confirmed, what specific actions do you plan on taking to help those families
already in the process of adopting children from Russia to be able to complete
the adoption process?

Answer. The Department has repeatedly engaged with Russian ofrcials at all lev-
els and ulged them to pernrit all adoptions initiaæd prior to the law's enactment
to move forwald on humanitarian grounds.

Despite the f)epartment's continued efforts, Russian officials reiterated in our
April 17 and June 25 U.S.-Russia adontion discussions that onlv those cases where
aà adoption ruling was issued before Jänuary 1, 2019, may be coirpleted.

If confirmed, I will continue to raise this issue with Russian officials at all levels
and encourage intercountry adoption as an important child welfare measure. While
Russia has the sovereign right to ban the adoption of its citizens, if confirmed, I
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will continue to underscore that this ban hurts the most vulnerable members of
Russian society. I will also continue to highlight the dedication of U.S. families to
these children."

r Will you commit to addressing this protrlem directly to the Russian Govern-
ment?

_ Answer. The Department has repeatedly engaged with Russian officials at all lev-
els and urged them to permit aÌl adoptiorrs initiated prior to the law's enactment
to move for-wal'd on humanitalian glounds. In this effort, the Department continues
¡r1o¡th.ly. meetings with the Russian Embassy to provide infor-mâtion regarding the
U.S. child welfare system and to discuss inteicountry adoption mâtters.

If confirmed, I will continue to laise this issue with Russian officials at all levels
and encourage intercountry adoption as an important child welfare measure. While
Russia has the sovereign right to _ban_ the adoption of its citizens, if confirmed, I
will continue to underscore that this ban hurtì the most vulnerable members of
Russian society- I will also continue to highlight the dedication of U.S. families to
these childre.n.

. Will you ensure that the U.S. Departnìent of State works with imnacted U.S.
families to provide them with updates and informa¿ion regarding'their indi-
vidual cases?

Answer. The Department continues to correspond with families that have reached
out to the Departrñent on both broad and case-Àpecific issues, and to hold conference
calls for families. The Department values the input of all families and has met with
a number of prospective adoptive parents to futher discuss this nratter. If con-
fìrmed, I will continue to make it a priority for ¿he State Department to continue
working with all U.S. families impãcted by this ban and-to keep them fully
informä.

RUSSIA'S SUPPORT OF SYRIA

Questíon. It appears the adnlinistration's policv is to basicallv continue to ask
Russia to use its leverage to help stop the viõlence in Syria. It is clear Russia has
no such interest in doing that.

The Washilgton Post reported at the beginning of June that "sophisticated tech-
nology from Russia has gÌven Svrian'Goveinnlent troops new advantages in
tracking and destroying their foes, hèlping them solidifo baitlefield gains aþainst
rebels." The same ârticle went on to qubte a Middle Eastern intelligeñce official as
saying "we're seeing a turning point iñ the past couple of months, änd it has a lot
to do with the quality and type of weapons and other systems óoming from
Russia-"

It is clear Russia's continued support for Syrian President Assad is one of the
main reasons close to 100,000 have 6een slaughtered in the current conflict. Russia
has vetoed every resolution to conte before thé United Nations Securitv Council on
the matter, and has also voted against a nonbinding General Assemblü Resolution.
The. absurdity of thinking Russiã is going to coopõrare with us on Syria is self-
evident.

. Can you help.mg understald why the admimstration thinks Hussia has any
interest at all in helping in Syria?

Answer. Russia's continued support to the Assad regime-mi¡itary and other-
wise-onìy serves to prolong the suffering of the Syrian people. Since the Syrian up-
rising began, the State Department and the adirinistiatiõn have been extrenrelv
vigorous, both publicly and þrivately, in exposing and demanding a halt to Russiab
support to the regime and its vetoes of three Security Council resolutions. The
administration.opposes_any arms transfers to the Syrian regime and has repeatedly
and consistently urged Russia to cease arms transfers ánd sales to thè Assad
reglme-

In our Syria discussions with Russia, we continue to make the case bhat Moscow's
current course of action is exacerbating the very regionâl instability that Russia has
asserted is a danger to its interests. We have urged Russia stop all support Êor the
leginre and insteãd use its influence to bring thJregime to the'negotiaiing table to
fin-d.a political solution that expresses the sovereign will of âll Syriãns. If cãnfirmed,
I will place a high priority on our efforts to change Russia's current calculation and
seek more cooperatiorr to end the suffering in Syria.

. What kind of cooperation is the administration currently seeking from Russia
on the situation in Syria?

Answer. The administrâtion continues to urge Russia to end all support for the
Assad reginre, especially military support, and to use its inf'luence to'lielp get the
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parties to the negotiating table to discuss a politicai transition, along the line agreed
in the Geneva Communiqué.

. What steps are being taken to end Russia's support for the Assad regime and
the Russian Federation's complicity in the crimes against humanity being com-
mitted inside Syria?

Answer. The United States opposes any arms transfers to the Syrian regime.
which has used helicopters, fighter jets, and ballistic missiles to attack civilians. The
administration has repeatedly and consistently urged Russia to cease arms sales to
the Assad regime. Providing the regime with additional weapons inhibits reaching
a negotiated political solution to the conflict and contradicts Russia's stated policy
ofseeking an end to violence.

The United States, European partners, and Syria's neigùbors have been consistent
and unequivocal in conveying to Russia that supporting the Assad regime with arms
and access to Russian banks is not in Russia's long-term interest and is damaging
to the region and to Russia's global credibility.

Question. Russia is essentially a serial violator of arms control treaties. lYhen
President Obama completed New START there were a number of issues outstanding
on the original START. The State Department is unable to verify Russian compli--
ance with the Biological Weapons Convention or the Chemical Weapons Convention,
while it afïìrmatively finds Russian noncompliance with the Conve-ntional Forces in
Europe Treaty and the Treaty on the Open Skies.

In his April 2009 speech in Prague promising to rid the world ofnuclear weapôns,
President Obama proclaimed "rules must be binding. Violations must be punished.
Words must mean sonrething."

When Russia violates arms control agreenrents while the United States adheres
to them, Russia gains a nrilicary advantãge that puts U.S. national security at risk.
For example, the former Commander of U.S. Strategic Comnrand, General Chilton,
predicated his support for U.S. nuclear levels and New START on the assumption
"that the Russiarrs in the post-negotiation time period would be compliant with the
treaty."

. Do you agree with the position that for the arms control process to have any
meaning, parties must adhere to the treaty commitments they have nade?

Answer. Yes, parties must adhere to their treaty commitments. The administra-
tion reports reguJarly to the Congress on arms control compliânce nratters through
the annual report on "Adherence to and Compliance with Arms Control, Non-
proliferation and Related Agreements and Commitments." The Compliance Report
for 2012 was transmitted to the Hill on Julv 9.

Regarding compliance matters in general, the administration takes very seriously
the importance ofl compliance with arms control treaties and agreements. When
compliance questions aiise, the administration raises them frankly with our treaty
pârtners and seeks to lesolve them, and the adnrinistration will continue to do so.

If confirmed, I will approach issues of noncompliance with arms control treaties
and agreements with the utmost seriousness. I look forward to working on these
issues closely with colleagues in the administration as they relate to my responsibil-
ities for the bilateral relationship with Russia.

. Do you agree with the position of President Obama that violations of arms con-
troi obligations must be punished?

Answer. As President Obanra said in Prague, violations must be punished.
Regarding conrpliance mãt¿ers in general, the administration takes very seriously
the importance of compliance with arms control treaties and agreements. When
conrpliance questions arise, the administration routinely seeks to resolve them with
treaty partnèrs, and the administration will continue to do so.

If confirmed, I will approach issues of noncompliance with arms control treaties
and agreements with tlie utmost seriousness. I look for-ward to working on these
issues closely with colleagues in the administration as they relate to my responsibil-
ities for the t¡ilateral relationship with Russia.

. How has the ad¡rinistration punished Russia for its noncompliance?
Answer. As you know, the Department reports regularly to the Congress on ârms

control compliance matters through the annual report on "Adherence to and Conrpli-
alrce with Arms Control, Nonproliferation and Related Agreements and Commit-
ments." The Compliance Report for 20L2 was transmitted to the Hill on July 9. The
Compliance Report lists several instances of concerns with Russian compliance. It
also makes clear steps the United States has taken to address those concerns. With
regard to the Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE) Tleaty, lor example, in 2011 the
United States announced that as a legal countermeasure in response to Russia's
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2007 "suspension" of CFE implementation, we would cease implemenfing certain
treaty provisions vis-a-vis Russia. All our NATO allies and two other treaty parties
tcok a sinilar step.

The Department discusses compliance concerns with Ri¡ssia in bilateral channels
as well as in appropi'iate multilateral fora, and the Department will continue to dis-
cyg_s these issues and press fol full compfi¿nse with ãnd implementation of treaty
obligations. The Department also keeps Congress infoirned ìf such mattere, botÍr.
through the compliance report and through interagency briefings with relevant con-
gressional committees.

If confirmed, I will approach issues of noncompliance with arms control treaties
and agreements ,with-, the utmost seriousness. I look forward to working on these
issues clo,qely.with collofgues in the administration as they relate to my rãsponsibil-
ities for the bilateral relationship with Russia.

. Can you exqlain why the United States would enter into negotiations for future
arms control treaties when there is evidence of a major arms control violations
that remain unresolved with Russia?

Answer. The United Sfates enters inlo antl remains in arms côntrol agTeements
that are in our national securify interest. Russia is in compliance lvith* the New
START Tleaty, which includes the right to conduct inspections of Russian strategic
forces-an opportunity that the administration would not have without the Nðw
START Treaty.

Last month the President said in Berlin that he intends to seek further nesotiated
reductions with Russia. The adnlilristration has just begun to have conveisations
with the Russians about how this might proceed, so it ii very early davs to know
their level of interest and what might be possible. Clearly anything- we âo must be
rooted lrmly in olr own national interests and must meet 

-the 
ñational security

needs of the American people.
If confirmed, I would look forward to working closely with the Senate on these

þsue.s as they would relate to my responsibilities for the bilateral relationship with
Russia.

Question. Presidential candidate Ohama promised robust consultation with allies
in dev-eloping^the foreign policy of the United States. Specifically, for èxâmple, at
the Munich Security Conference in 2009, Vice Presidènt Biden said we 

-would

develop- missile defenses in Europe "in consultation with you, our NATO allies."
The facts are, unfortunately, quite different, as "consult" has reallv turned out to

mean ì'inform." When President Obama in 2009, in a gift to the Rusðians, cancelled
plans to deploy cerErin missiÌe defense systems in Europe, the New York Times
re-ported,the, Czech Repullic was informed of this decisioi by "a hasty phone call
after midnight from Mr. Obama to the Czech Prime Minister."-
]þÞ- l- Lqrticula_rly ironic, given that Senator Obama said on the floor on July

17 , 2007: "The Bush administration has also done a poor job of consulting its NATO
allies about the deployment of a missile defense systém."

r Do you__pledge to consult with our allies in NATO and across Europe in devel-
oping U.S. foreign policy, initiatives of consequence to them, espãcially U.S.
arms control and missile defense plans?

Answer. Yes. As U.S. Ambassador to NATO from 2005 to 2008, it was mv hon<¡r
and privilege to maintain the closest possible consultations with our allies on all
issues of shared concern, notably including missile defense. If confirmed, I look for-
ward to resuming these relationships.

The administration regularly consults with allies on both arms control and missile
defense. The United States works closely with our NATO allies regarding our conl-
mitnlent to further nuclear reductions and to maintain a sat'e, secùre, anã effective
nucleâ.r deterrent. During his recent speech in Berlin the President aleo reaffirmed
the U.S. commitment to continued consuitãtions with allies on future nuclear reduc-
tions. Similarly, the administration works closely with NATO allies and others on
missile defense, regula¡ly updating them and exchanging views on missile defense
plans.

. Do you promise to share with [allies in NATO and âcross Europe] information
\¡r'e learn at¡out Russia bearing on the security ofour allies?

Answer. Yes. If conÊrrmed, I look forward to maintaining the cloeest possible secu-
rity consultations with our allies, and sharing relevant iñformation, iñcluding with
regard to Russia.
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RnspoNsps oF DoucLAs E. Lure ro Qunsrroxs Suenrrrel
ev SnN¡ron JoHN BARRASSo

Presidential candidate Obama promised robust consultation with allies in devel-
oping the foreign policy of the -United States. Specifically, for exarnple, at the
Munich Security Conference in 2009, Vice President Biden said we would develop
missile defenses in Europe "in consultation with you, our NATO allies."

The facts are, unfortunately, quite different, as "consult" has really turned out to
mean "inform." When President Obama in 2009, in a gift to bhe Russians, canceled
plans to deploy certain missile defense systems in Europe, the New York Times
reported the Czech Republic was informed of this decision by "a hasty phone cali
after midnight from Mr. Obama to the Czech Prime Nlinister."

This is pãrticularlv ironic, given that Senator Obanra said on the floor on July
17 . 20O7: "The Bush administration has also done a poor job of consuJting its NATO
allies about the deployment ofl a missile defense system."

Qu,estion. Do you pledge to consult with our allies in NATO and across Europe
in developing U.S. foreigä policy initiatives of consequence to them, especially U.S.
arms control and missiie defense plans?

Answer. Yes. If conflrrmed, I pledge to continue the close discussions we have had
with oui NATO allies on the full range of security issues, including missile defense
and arms control, as we seek to further deepen our ties with Europe. In my military
career, from Europe and Kosovo to overseeing operations in Iraq and Afghanistan,
I appreciate the value and importance of consulting with our allies. As Assistant
Secretary-designate Nuland has also noted, the policy of this administration is that
the United States works closely with our NATO allies regarding our conrmitment
to further nuclear reductions and to maintain a safe, secure, and effective nuclear
deterrent. During his recent speech in Berlin the President also reaffirmed the U.S.
comnitment to continued consultations with allies on future nuclear reductions. The
United States is also ñrmly committed to engaging allies regularly regarding bilat-
eral consultations with Russia on missile defense añd soliciting their views.

Questíon. Do you prornise to share with lallies in NATO and across Europe] infor-
mation we learn about Russia bearing on the security ofour allies?

Answer. Yes. If confirmed as United States Ambassador to NATO, I look forward
to maintaining the closest possible security consultations with our allies, and shar-
ing relevant information, including with regard to Russia. We regularly consult with
NATO allies on the full range of security issues, including those related to Russia,
at everv level- All allies share information bearins on our common securitv concerns.
In addítion to discussions within NATO, which'inform our approach to"issues in-
cluding arms control and missile defense, we have also briefed allies on our bilateral
conversations with Russia, as appropriate. NATO allies also raise questions and
concerns about Russian policy directly with Russia in the NATO-Russia Council,
where the United States continues to urge frank political dialogue, including on
areas where NATO and Russia disagree.




